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Abstract

Service composition has risen from the need to make information systems more

flexible and open. The Service Oriented Architecture has become the reference

architecture model for applications carried by the impetus of Internet (Web). In

fact, information systems are able to expose interfaces through the Web which has

increased the number of available Web services. Moreover, with the emergence of

Web 2.0, service composition has evolved toward Web users with limited technical

skills. Those end-users, named Y generation, are participating, creating, sharing

and commenting content through the Web. This evolution in service composition is

translated by the reference paradigm of Mashup and Mashup editors such as Yahoo

Pipes! This paradigm has established the service composition within end users com-

munity enabling them to meet their own needs, for instance by creating applications

that do not exist. Additionally, Web 2.0 has also brought its social dimension, allow-

ing users to interact, either directly through the online social networks or indirectly

by sharing, modifying content, or adding metadata.

In this context, this thesis aims to support the evolving concept of service com-

position through meaningful contributions. The main contribution of this thesis

is indeed the introduction of the social dimension within the process of building a

composite service through end users’ dedicated environments. In fact, this concept

of social dimension considers the activity of composing services (creating a Mashup)

as a social activity. This activity reveals social links between users based on their

similarity in selecting and combining services. These links could be an interesting

dissemination means of expertise, accumulated by users when composing services. In

other terms, based on frequent composition patterns, and similarity between users,

when a user is editing a Mashup, dynamic recommendations are proposed. These

recommendations aim to complete the initial part of Mashup already introduced

by the user. This concept has been explored through (i) a step-by-step Mashup

completion by recommending a single service at each step, and (ii) a full Mashup

completion approaches by recommending the whole sequence of services that could

complete the Mashup.

Beyond the integration of the social dimension within the service composition

process, this thesis has addressed a particular constraint for this recommendation

system which conditions the interactive systems requirements in terms of response

time. In this regard, we developed robust algorithms adapted to the specificities

of our problem. Whereas a composite service is considered as a sequence of ba-

sic service, finding similarities between users comes first to find frequent patterns

(subsequences) and then represent them in an advantageous data structure for the

recommendation algorithm. The proposed algorithm FESMA, meets exactly those

requirements based on the FSTREE structure with interesting results compared to

the prior art.

Finally, to implement the proposed algorithms and methods, we developed a
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Mashup creation framework, called Social Composer (SoCo). This framework, dedi-

cated to end users, firstly implements abstraction and usability requirements through

a workflow-based graphic environment. As well, it implements all the mechanisms

needed to deploy composed service starting from an abstract description entered

by the user. More importantly, SoCo has been augmented by including the dy-

namic recommendation functionality, demonstrating by the way the feasibility of

this concept.

Keywords: Service composition, Mashup, dynamic service recommendation,

frequent sequence mining algorithm
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Business context and motivation of the thesis

The concept of service composition has evolved in many forms and names over

decades. Its most recent remarkable achievement is the “Service Oriented Architec-

ture” (SOA) model which considers the service as a building block for any application

design. This model translates the concept by aiming at creating modular, scalable,

composable, and interoperable applications. Traditionally, this need raised in a

Business-to-Business context, and was commonly known as “Enterprise Application

Integration” (EAI).

With the rise and overwhelming success of the World Wide Web (WWW), the

concepts of SOA and service composition have been consolidated and drew more in-

terest. Indeed, in the recent few years, there has been an explosion of the number of

applications published on the Web. In fact, Web business actors are competing to be

first to market by providing applications and providing Application Programming

Interfaces (APIs) through the Web. These APIs are to be reused by other applica-

tions. Moreover, the rise of SOA concept and service composition are more or less

supported by the mitigated success of standardization efforts. Actually, whether

to describe services, publish them on the Web, or compose them, a multitude of

standards (WSDL, UDDI, BPEL, ...) are proposed and supported.

Besides, Web and Telecom convergence has established new business rules that

made the traditional actors in the Telecom world reconsider their strategies in order

to stay competitive and take into account the rapid rise of the WWW business

actors embodied by Google. In this context, Alcatel-Lucent has launched the new

strategy of “Application Enablement”1 in order to highlight the resources provided

by the network. This strategy aims to expose network and infrastructure resources

as services to enable the creation of intelligent and innovative applications and

solutions.

In this global context, Alcatel-Lucent implements, at business and research lev-

els, its strategy of “Application Enablement”. Although our interest is the research

aspect, we briefly mention some business initiatives implementing this strategy.

Firstly, in order to bring together an ecosystem of service providers, enterprises,

and developers to drive the creation of innovative applications, Alcatel-Lucent has

launched the “Open API Service”2 website. This website provides a platform for

1http://www.alcatel-lucent.com/applicationenablement
2http://openapiservice.com
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developers that facilitates development and testing of new applications through in-

novative APIs bundles coupled with a revenue sharing model that eliminates upfront

costs. To strengthen its position, Alcatel-Lucent went off realizing a series of acqui-

sitions of various technology innovations.

Among these acquisitions, ProgrammableWeb3, the technology industry’s uni-

versal source for Web APIs used by application developers to build Web, mobile,

and other connected applications that serve consumers and the workplace. Another

acquisition is OpenPlug4, a company that offers a widely deployed set of software

tools used to create new mobile handsets and the next generation of mobile applica-

tions. On the basis of those platforms, and associated with developers community

events, many contests and workshops have been performed in order to bring together

not only developers but end-users communities as well, in fast growing applications

ecosystem. All of these innovative service composition technologies and platforms

have been continuously and relentlessly promoted by Alcatel-Lucent to gain accep-

tance within the developers and end-users communities. Developers’ community

events, workshops and contests have been the vehicle through which the promotion

of those platforms occurred. This ultimately led to a complete fast going ecosystem

of the developers to the end-users communities.

At the research level, in order to embed this strategy, the Bell Labs developed

many paradigms, such as “Everything As A Service” (EaaS) that basically considers

any digital resource as a service. For instance, communicating objects, stream-

ing video, or even a network bandwidth are considered as services and could be

composed according to a given logic. In particular, a watchful look is dedicated

to service composition from the end-user perspective in term of environment, use

cases, and applications that may result. The Bell Labs participates in several Eu-

ropean research projects related to this paradigm. As an example, we cite the "Do

It Yourself Smart Experience" and the SERVERY projects. Both projects aim at

facilitating service composition by end-users. Additionally, SERVERY particularity

highlights the services provided by the networks (Telecom). Within this framework,

the SocialCom department, which sponsored the current work, has addressed the

EaaS paradigm from end-user’s social dimension perspective. Indeed, by considering

the proliferation of communication means and socialization of the Web, the user is

immersed in a digital social environment. Precisely, considering service composition

as a social activity takes a special interest. In fact, social networks analysis (SNA)

techniques can be adapted to assist end-users in the service composition within a

Web social environment. This thesis, conducted in this department, attempts to

meet these aspirations by providing theoretical and practical responses beyond the

state of the art.

3http://www.programmableweb.com/
4http://www.openplug.com/
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1.2 Research context and problem statement

Creating services from scratch, to satisfy customers’ growing demands, needs too

many programmers, costs too much, and takes too long to reach the market. Cre-

ating value-added services by reusing existing ones, known as service composition,

represents an alternative way to meet this increasing demand by allowing to pro-

duce numerous services quickly. Another important goal of service composition is to

make possible services customization according to end-user’s preferences. In other

words, it provides end-users with personalized and user-centric services.

Web services composition has been a key issue in service sciences and heavily in-

vestigated from both industrial and academic perspectives [ter Beek 2007][Yuan 2007].

Indeed, three main approaches have been defined in the service composition research

community in order to deal with service composition from an end-user perspective:

(i) manual, (ii) automatic, or (iii) semi-automatic approaches. In the first approach,

the user has to compose services by writing entire programs (without any automated

assistance). This program has to embed Web services invocations (calls) according

to the composition logic. In this case, end-users are required to have high pro-

gramming technical skills, which makes this approach very limited. The goal of

the second approach is to automatically build composite services in order to match

end-user’s request which is supposed to be expressed through a user friendly inter-

face or even automatically computed on the basis of information gathered from his

context. This approach has to handle indecision problems [Balbiani 2006], that will

ultimately need to involve the end-user within the composition task. This leads to

the semi-automatic approach, the third and last one, which aims at providing end-

users with an enhanced service composition environment. This environment offers

support for automated processing of some composition tasks where the end-user

operates in a more or less involved manner. Semi-automatic composition, somehow,

comes as an alternative approach by focusing on particular issues, for instance the

difficulty of selecting a relevant service among the many available ones of the same

category.

Initially, Web service composition was reserved for expert users like program-

mers. However, with the emergence of Web 2.0, it is becoming more important

to make the composition process much more end-user friendly. Consequently, the

service composition concept has left the frontiers of the enterprise to reach the Web.

We are particularly interested in this approach as described in the following.

We should specify at this stage that we here address a particular type of users

who have commonly been referred to as the “Net Generation”, “Digital Natives”, or

even “Generation Y”, and are claimed to be very different from their predecessors

in their familiarity with technologies and the regularity with which they use them

[Palfrey 2010], and that we call here end-users. In the Web 2.0 context, one of

the interesting properties of end-users is their ability to produce or participate in

producing content. In fact, the Web 2.0 has brought a set of different technologies

dedicated to end-users with limited technical skills (even in an enterprise context).

It became then very easy for such users to publish or annotate resources (User
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Generated Content (UGC)), and to stay in touch with their social relatives with the

emergence of social networks and collaborative environments.

As mentioned above, the semi-automatic approach has the main advantage of

making the user participate in creating composite services, which are called Mashups

in the context of Web 2.0. Mashups creation environments, a new paradigm in Web

2.0, enable end-users to easily create Web-based applications and services (Mashups)

that address their specific needs and interests [Liu 2007, Yu 2008]. Several IT and

Web actors provide Mashup creation Web environments (named also Mashup ed-

itors) as easy-to-use service composition tools. The majority of existing Mashup

editors (see section 2.6) offer many user-friendly features in order to assist the end-

user and fit with his limited skills, as highlighted in [Grammel 2008, Ennals 2007a].

These feature include abstraction, visibility, juxtaposability, and community fea-

tures. Those existing features are involved in the pre- and/or post-composition

process, particularly social features like annotating and ranking services. In other

words, those features can be leveraged for the benefit of the service discovery and

selection phases without taking into account the current composition context as

explained in Section 2.6.4. By contrast, in the composition process itself, those

existing features do not currently provide any direct support to end-users. In this

specific area, and despite some existing works that provide support to the composi-

tion process, we believe there is still a gap to fill in order to consolidate and provide

more support to the end-user, especially by benefiting from the social environments

in which the end-user operates. In other words, the objective is to prevent having a

one way task ,i.e. users tagging for simply searching, but restitute that information

and effort to the user in a better way for a better support.

The problem, that we are interested in, is how to facilitate the service compo-

sition by the end-user, characterized with limited technical skills, in the context of

the explosion of the number of services over the Web. So the challenge is to fill the

gap between an environment dedicated to the end-user and the technical complexity

of the composition of Web services (standards, scripts, etc.). In order to address

this general issue, we started by identifying the obstacles that hinder the develop-

ment of service composition in the population of Web end-users and then propose

solutions to each one of them. These challenges are primarily related to: (i) the

level of abstraction of end-user frameworks for service composition, considered as

being low and based on end-user programming concept instead of the combination

of functionality (services); (ii) and the selection of services rendered difficult by their

large number.

Our proposals to answer those issues do not come as monolithic or systemic

solutions but have to be considered as contributions to existing works. Indeed, the

existing works (Chapter 2) are already providing some partial but necessary so-

lutions as building blocks to solve the problems mentioned above. In fact, many

studies have been conducted to establish best practices to follow when designing

Mashup creation environments in terms of basic functionalities, abstraction require-

ments, and GUI design. However, only few studies have focused on facilitating

service selection within the large number of exposed services. Furthermore, after
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reviewing the state of the art, we found that the proposed approaches do not really

take advantage of the Web 2.0 environment in which the user is evolving. Particu-

larly, the social dimension has been neglected although it contains assets of usable

information to facilitate service composition. This constitutes the cornerstone of

our contribution. Regarding this particular point, and in addition to the problems

stated before, the problem we are addressing is:

• What would be the social dimension in this context?

• What wold be the impacts and the benefits the social dimension may bring to

the services?

• In a service composition framework dedicated to end-users, how to leverage

social interactions in a way to enable and facilitate composite services creation?

1.3 Contributions of the thesis

To assist the user in the task of creating a composite service (editing a scheme of

composition), we propose the automatic completion of composition schemes initiated

by the user. The basic idea is accompanying the user into the process of choosing

services for composition by dynamically recommending the most relevant services to

the considered user and the beginning part of his introduced composition schema.

The first contribution of this thesis is the consideration of the social dimension in a

service composition environment in order to facilitate the editing of the composition

schema for end-users. In addition to the interactions that occur in the margins of

the composition process, i.e. the interactions between users and the interactions

between users and services in terms of tagging and rating, the central idea of our

contribution is to consider the activity of creating composite services as a social

activity. For each user, this activity represents the model of his/her behavior which

can be deduced by analyzing the interactions between him/her and the patterns of

composition that he/she has created. The analysis of the behaviors of different users

can reveal the implicit interests between them. Users can therefore be represented in

a social network of interest. Based on this social network, we built a recommendation

system that compute relevant completions to be suggested dynamically to users

when creating a composite service.

Insofar as the user creates composed services within an interactive system, the

interactive recommendation system’s main constraint is the response time needed

to suggest completions. Indeed, to satisfy the constraints of interactivity, the rec-

ommendation system should respond within a reasonable time. Even if the quality

of recommended completions is important, the response time of the recommenda-

tion system has been selected to be the main evaluation criteria. This contribution

has been implemented in two forms based on two completion approaches: the first

approach is the step-by-step completion and the second is the full completion. The

second approach has particularly required the development of new datamining algo-

rithm (frequent pattern mining) for analyzing user-composed services interactions.
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These algorithms have been compared to and outperformed existing frequent se-

quence and itemsets algorithms using the reference datasets.

The theoretical contributions that we have described above have been imple-

mented in a real end-user service composition environment. Indeed, it was nec-

essary to develop a composite service creation environment to test the proposed

algorithms. The environment developed, called Social Composer (SoCo) takes the

form of a website that allows the creation of Mashups (the advanced form of a

composite service), and offers basic functionalities of existing Mashup creation envi-

ronments such as Yahoo Pipes! or Open Mashup Studio. Basically, this environment

shares more or less the same basic features that others provide: a Graphical User

Interface (GUI), the ability for the end-user to link graphically basic services as

an abstract description of the composed service he wants to create. This abstract

description entered by the user is then compiled into a machine executable language

which invokes services according to the logic described by the user. The main added

feature of SoCo is the step-by-step recommendation functionality that implements

the theatrical approach.

1.4 Manuscript organization

The next chapter (Chapter 2) presents the literature review, and analyses the dif-

ferent existing approaches and solutions. Chapter 3 highlight the social dimension

within the composition process, and introduces the service dynamic recommenda-

tion concept that aims at assisting the user during the task of composition. This

chapter outlines the concepts and basic models of this proposed contribution. Ad-

ditionally, it presents the step-by-step solution as the primarly approach. Chapter

4), presents the description of the full Mashup completion, as a second instantiation

of the dynamic service recommendation concept. This chapter focuses on the eval-

uation of the full Mashup completion approach that is based on a novel frequent

sequence mining algorithm. Chapter 5 describes the proposed SoCo Framework,

its basic features, design and implementation. Finally, our conclusion are stated

in chapter 6 after recapitulating the contributions and obtained results that offer a

starting point for future perspectives of this work.



Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews and analyzes the concepts and existing works related to the

composition of Web services by the end-user, drawing the useful conclusions in order

to position our contributions. First, we review the concept of Web services compo-

sition through the basics of Web Services and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),

and provide some classifications based on different criteria. Then, we present a de-

tailed review of the composition tools of Web Services by the end-user particularly

Mashups. In that regard, we analyze the few existing mechanisms of assistance and

support to end-users, and point out the lack of such features. Finally, we conclude

by summarizing the main ideas that emerge from the overall analysis of the chapter.

2.2 Web Services

Nowadays, the concept of service is so pervasive that we talk about Science of Ser-

vices [Spohrer 2007]. This domain combines the understanding of organizations

(enterprises or institutions) and humans with business and technological sciences.

In this regard, a service is defined as “Any act or performance that one party can

offer to another that is essentially intangible” [Kotler 1984], in contrast with the

physical industry (manufacturing and agriculture). More widely, Zeitham et al.

[Zeithaml 1996] state that “Services are deeds, Processes and Performance” . By

grouping existing definitions in an synthesized one , we propose the following defi-

nition:

Définition 1 “A service is an intangible provision, composable, expressed in a per-

ceptible manner, which, in a predetermined operating condition, is a source of value

for the consumer and the supplier (service provider)”.

This concept is much more prevalent in the IT world where people speak of Web

Services. Web Services are platform-independent software, available in distributed

environments such as Internet. They are mostly used in enterprise context for appli-

cation integration and streamlining B2B, where they enable developing applications

by assembling existing Web services translating the Service Oriented Architecture

(SOA) philosophy. Indeed, Web services are the most significant achievement of the

SOA in which applications are self descriptive and low-coupled modules. They are

defined by a set of standards that allow us to describe software interfaces and access
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of SOC paradigm through outsourcing example

functions on a network using XML messages [Kirda 2001]. Web Services related un-

derlying standards and technologies (such as WSDL, UDDI) are exposed in section

2.5.1.2. Basically, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)1 has defined Web service

as the following:

Définition 2 “A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable

machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in

a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the

Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages typically

conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-

related standards”.

The next section introduces the SOA concept that relies on Web Services as the

basic building blocks in a structured architecture.

2.3 Service Oriented Computing

The reference architecture SOA is conceptually derived from the Service Oriented

Computing (SOC) paradigm[Papazoglou 2003]. By analogy to operating systems

where the concept of “a file” is omnipresent, the SOC paradigm advocates the use

of the concept of a service (not just Web Services) as a building block in any infor-

mation system project. This paradigm found its dedication in integrating enterprise

applications due to business needs (merge, acquisition, consolidation, outsourcing

...) which is definitly replicating the concept of business services within the IT

world. Further than technological and compatibility constraints, this paradigm goal

is to surpass the silo-based information system model towards a systemic (holistic)

1http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-gloss/
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Figure 2.2: A lyered view of SOA Concept

model where inter-system transactions happen seamlessly. Through this paradigm,

one (organization) can offer, find, use, and compose services according to its own

needs and business requirements. Figure 2.1 shows an example of enterprise “A”

outsourcing two services from enterprise “B” thanks to the SOC paradigm. SOC

gives rise to several research issues including the composition of services that forms

the main topic of this thesis.

2.3.1 Service Oriented Architecture

One of the most successful instances of the SOC paradigm is SOA model. SOA

provides a simple model of programming and deployment of applications based on

standards that run through the Web infrastructure. This architecture uses Web

Services as building blocks. Basically, it defines a software architecture in an open

information system, a set of components with well defined roles. This architecture

allows presenting the organizations’ business processes as services based on a mod-

ular architecture where each business basic functionally is represented by a basic

service. The components defined within this architecture allow establishing this in-

formation system structure and integrating its services into workflows that translate

more or less complex business processes. Through a layered view, Figure 2.2 illus-

trates how business processes are represented through the system based on basic

services in an SOA.

The SOA reference architecture was first introduced in [Erl 2005], then was

adopted and integrated by many standardization bodies2 (OASIS, OMG, The Open

Group...) relying on the same main principles illustrated in Figure 2.3. As men-

tioned before, the basic notion is a Web Service which represents a function encap-

sulated in a component that can be invoked (queried) using a query consisting of one

or more parameters and providing one or more answers. Ideally each service must

be independent of the others to ensure its reusability and interoperability. Service

2http://www.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/7699909399/toc.pdf
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Figure 2.3: SOA basic architecture

Oriented Architecture main actors are:

• The service provider (or a third party mandated by him) has in charge the

service creation, deployment, description, and then publication through the

repository (registry) publication interface.

• The service repository which hosts the description of services that have been

published by the service provider, and offers the possibility for clients to seek

for a specific service among those available and to access service descriptions.

• The client (service consumer) should be able to look for services described in

the service repository, and select those of interest to him. Based on a service

description, a client should be able to invoke this specific service hosted by

the service provider.

Then, SOA defines a set of operations and roles as follows (those defined opera-

tions and roles are based on standards that are described in Section 2.5.1.2)

• The description of the service consists of enumerating the input parameters

of the service as well as the output parameters (type of data). The primary

format for describing services is WSDL (Web Services Description Language)

standardized by W3C.

• The service publication is to publish in a registry (or repository) services

available to clients (service consumers).

• Service discovery includes the ability to search for a service among those that

have been published. The primary standard used is UDDI (Universal Descrip-

tion Discovery and Integration), standardized by OASIS.

• The invocation consists in the customer query (connection) and interaction

with the service. The main protocol used for the invocation of services is

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) presented in 2.5.1.2.
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The following section describes and analyzes related existing research from the

service composition point of view, the main research topic of our work.

2.4 Service Composition

Creating value-added services by reusing existing ones, which is well known as service

composition, has been a key facet for service delivery both for IT and Telecom

worlds [Yuan 2007]. Numerous services need to be produced quickly because of

the growing demand of customers. Creating services from scratch, to satisfy the

increasing demand, needs too much programmers, costs too much resources, and

results in too long time to market.

In this context, using the services composition approach can offer a good op-

portunity to fix those issues. The purpose of services composition is the reuse of

existing services to create new ones. This optimizes the development cycle and de-

ployment of innovative services. Another important goal of services composition

is to provide the ability to customize services according to end-user’s preferences.

This approach provides end-users by personalized and user-centric services. With

the generalization of the internet, we are witnessing in the recent years the evolution

of the service composition paradigm, initially dedicated to a restricted audience of

IT specialists for business application integration (software architect, developers, ),

to a broader audience of Web users.

We can already see the two different dimensions that the composition of services

includes: organization (EAI) and end-users dimensions. From the EAI perspective,

existing conducted researches aim to overcome mainly the technological constraints

by defining a range of standards and protocols for information engineering under

the banner of SOA principles. This dimension dominates the majority of research

works on services composition. The second dimension represents the challenges

in integrating the end-user in the process of composition. This last dimension is

relatively growing and taking more space in the area of services composition. This

evolution is taking place at the end-user level. It is driven by his needs to customize

services with an emphasis of the Internet environment context that encourages users

to share, create and comment on content. Indeed, an innovative concept has recently

emerged in the Internet, concept that allows end-users to create and share their own

services from the composition of other services [Yelmo 2008].

Next, we review the research challenges that rise in the service composition

topic through the main themes of SOA and the two dimensions mentioned before.

Figure 2.4 (from [Papazoglou 2003]) represents an extended architecture of SOA in

an information system. It schematically illustrates the different levels of SOA within

which research contributions have been made. Proposed technologies (standards and

protocols) and formalisms for each challenge are detailed in Section 2.5.

Firstly, service composition involves methods, mechanisms and tools that allow

the expression of needs whether at the enterprise level for business specification, or

at the end-user level. In this regard, numerous formalisms and tools have been pro-
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Figure 2.4: The Extended Service Oriented Architecture emphasizing main research

topics

posed. Some of these tools are based on formal models. Business Process Execution

Language (BPEL) is by far the reference in the field but remains unsuitable for the

intended end-user (non-developers). Other tools are listed in Section 2.5.1.2 within

their corresponding category.

After the expression of needs, the process of composition consists of selecting

the most suitable services, and then scheduling (arranging) them in the most appro-

priate schema in order to fit the logic of the expressed need. Once the composition

schema is defined, the resulting composed service needs to be deployed. The de-

ployment could take the form of a choreography or orchestration of services. After

the deployment operation, tools and control measures are implemented to monitor

the various performance indicators of the deployed service. This operation is called

monitoring. The overall composition process is illustrated in Figure 2.5. In the

following, we detail each step from the research point of view.

2.4.1 Main requirements and research topics and challenges in ser-
vices composition field

This subsection covers the service description, publication and discovery; the com-

position description and optimization including services interoperability; and finally

the composed service deployment and monitoring.

2.4.1.1 The description of services

It is clear that the service description plays an important role in the composition

process. A well-described service increases the relevance of its selection as well as the

consistency (correctness) of the resulting composition pattern. Indeed, a service is
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the Composition Process steps

represented by its description which correspond to the functional and non-functional

priorities.

The functional properties, as their name suggests, relates to the functionality

delivered by the service. It includes descriptions of the input/output parameters

and logic function (business) that the service performs. For example, a service

whose logic function is sending an SMS has as input two strings: the number of

the recipient and the message body. The description of non-functional properties

is an important aspect in the process of composition. Indeed, this part of the

description indicates for instance the availability of the service, response time, or

even its business model (for example the rates per hours). For instance, for the SMS

service, non-functional properties could be the business model (prices, promotions,

. . . ), and quality of service (the maximum delay of delivering a message, . . . ).

The functional and nonfunctional descriptions generate non-insignificant com-

plexity in the composition process. Thus, several protocols have been proposed

where the functional aspect is predominant compared to the non-functional aspect.

For example, WSDL (the current reference) is used to express the operations pro-

vided by the service. Web Ontology Language for Service(OWL-S) and Web Service

Modeling Ontology (WSMO) add a layer of semantic description based on either

domain-specific or general ontologies to assist service discovery (see Section 2.5.1.3).

In addition, all proposed protocols and languages (described later) were designed

from the perspective of information systems and are intended to experienced users.

The semantic description, especially tagging techniques, contributes, not only for

better interpretation by machines through reasoning, but for bridging the gap be-

tween service description technologies and end-users as well.
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2.4.1.2 The publication and discovery of services

Service publication and discovery are two important operations for the composition

process and particularly for the selection of most relevant service. The publishing

operation essentially raises issues of data and information engineering summarized

in databases technologies and access means to populate those databases with ser-

vices description. Service discovery, based on those databases technologies, have to

provide not only access means but should guarantee access to the services descrip-

tions that best fit the selection criteria (the request). This actually constitutes an

optimization problem. From the perspective of SOA specifications, UDDI technol-

ogy with its variants is the reference. Semantic technologies are also an alternative

for optimizing the discovery and selection services in the composition process.

2.4.1.3 The Efficiency of the composition process

The heart of the service composition is the selection and scheduling of services to

match the description of the service we would like to compose. This description

should provide the hints needed to form the composite service schema. Several

approaches and technologies are possible. For this purpose, many standards have

been proposed to explicitly define the description of a composition pattern namely

BPEL4WS, BPML, WSCI. Less explicit tools, based either on textual or graphical

interfaces, have been proposed to allow the definition of the composed service logic.

For the automatic approach, the logic of composition is formed based on information

taken from the user context.

2.4.1.4 Interoperability, execution and monitoring of composite services

Interoperability between services is also a key issue in service composition. Factually,

a composite service is represented by a composition pattern which reflects the logic of

this service. This logic includes the information flow between services and settings.

Two schemes of interoperability are defined in the state of the art of choreography

and orchestration [Peltz 2003] (described below) where services communicate with

each other through standardized languages. The defined composite service has to be

defined according to the interoperability schema. Based on this schema, monitoring

tools are designed to gather information about the composite service running state

and issues that could occur due to the unpredictability of external partner services

or unexpected behavior of composite services [Pistore 2004].

2.5 Taxonomy for services composition

Composition of services in particular, and the Service Oriented Computing in gen-

eral, have been a fairly productive area of research. Contributions made in that area

vary according to addressed issues and approaches. Indeed, and according to the

previous section, these contributions may include data engineering techniques for

service description languages, protocols for publications and discovery operations,
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optimization of services selection and scheduling, and deployment and monitoring

of composed services. In reality, these contributions are part of more comprehensive

approaches that drive to a more coherent reading of these contributions. We have

therefore identified many perspectives of the problems. Thus, it is possible to ad-

dress the services composition from the system’s perspective. This represents either

semantic, formal or data engineering techniques and technologies used to address

the problem. Another perspective is engendered from the user point of view. Basi-

cally, the user has to define the composition logic in a more or less explicit manner

based on the provided tools. In this scope, automatic, manual or semi-automatic

approaches are identified. The rest of the section details each of these approaches

in order to position our contributions among the state of the art.

2.5.1 System perspective

In contrast to the user’s perspective, the system perspective provides details about

the techniques and mechanisms used to achieve services composition in terms of

service publication/discovery, and scheduling and deployment. In this perspective,

we identify three non-exclusive approaches: Formal approach which provides the

tools and formalisms which allow for example the formal validation or verification

of a number of predefined properties; Structural approach which looks to establish

data structures and access methods in formal operational protocols and languages

that are often used by other approaches; and finally Semantic approach which brings

semantics to improve and optimize composition’s operations mentioned above. The

structural approach.

2.5.1.1 Formal approach

Formal models can be used for automatic or manual modeling of composed services.

The formal description techniques allow the use of methods and tools to make the

development cycle of services more reliable, faster and cheaper. Formalisms for

specifying these services are based on precise and mathematically-based syntaxes

and semantics. Developing models will apply methods and tools in three major

phases of development lifecycle of the service: (i) the verification, (ii) the automatic

or semi-automatic code generation, and (iii) the generation of the test benches.

The objective of the verification phase is to improve the reliability of the process

of developing an implementation by ensuring that the formal model on which the

implementation is based is valide with respect to a given set of properties. These

properties are represented in the form of logical properties or sub-sets of an automata

[Clarke 1999] [Gordon 2000].

The formal test phase is a set of executions of specific test sequences on the

implementation. Test sequences are obtained from the formal model by trying to

cover all aspects of the service compound. Tests can be generated automatically

or semi-automatically based on criteria, goals or assumptions. There are many

stages and types of tests in the development process of a service: the conformance,
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the interoperability, the unit test, the integration tests. The majority of these

procedures are standardized or described in some reference software development

lifecycle management [Fernandez 1997].

Depending on the degree of modeling, it is possible to generate code for all or

part of the application model. The more semantics modeling language is precise, the

more code generation is complete. For instance, in the UML formalism, semantics

are weak or nonexistent. At best, it will generate the interfaces from the model.

Many modeling languages have been standardized and are based on various concepts

such as automata, the states/transitions systems, temporal logic, interaction, etc.

[Zhao 2006]. Some of them are briefly described in the following.

The Specification and Description Language (SDL) [Broy 1991] is a stan-

dard of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T), which aims at describ-

ing communication protocols. Even if the SDL language is a modeling language that

was initially used for communication protocols description, it is more generally used

for modeling real-time applications. This is due to the syntax of the language which

describes a service using the following:

• Description in the form of state machines;

• Exchange of information via asynchronous messages;

• Use of timers;

The ECharts formalism is defined by ATT laboratories. It has been intro-

duced in 1999 and continues to be supported until today. The ECharts objective

is enabling to easily describe modules, services, composite services that are verifi-

able, maintainable and reusable. The modeling aspect is captured by the fact that

ECharts is based on a state machine formalism. In ECharts, transitions may have

priorities. This mechanism allows flexibility in the reuse of models from a given

machine, new transitions can be added in some states with a higher priority than

the existing transitions. These will be executed modifying the behavior of the initial

machine [Bond 2006].

In summary, this approach offers formal methods to verify or test software com-

ponents (services) automatically, and are necessary for the composition of service.

However, those formalisms are too specific and require high technical and mathemat-

ical skills, and therefore could not be directly used by end-users, but can intervene

at underlying layers to ensure some required properties (such as security properties).

2.5.1.2 Structural approach

This approach is more about providing formalisms and tools to describe service

interfaces (inputs/outputs) and behavior in order to compose services and create new

ones. For instance WSDL provides XML-based syntax for describing services and

BPEL provides a framework for orchestrating services. By contrast, formal methods
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(Automata, Petri Nets) provide tools to improve the reliability of the process of

developing an implementation by ensuring the conformity of the formal model on

which the implementation is based to a given set of properties. We present hereafter

a number of standards in the area of Web services that allow implementing the SOA

concepts [Curbera 2002]. This includes WSDL, SOAP, HTTP, XML and UDDI.

Web Services Description Language (WSDL)[Christensen 2001]: It is a

XML-based language that is used to describe the Web service. In other words, it

describes: what can a web service do, where it is, how to access it, and in which

format. The WSDL provides features for the service naming, the operations naming

(input parameters and responses organized in the form of messages). It also con-

tains detailed information about the used communication protocol (often HTTP),

information on the technique of data encoding and network address in the form of

a URL. It does not contain semantic information about operation, and there is no

notion of order on the invocation process. The client can use SOAP to actually call

one of the operations listed in the WSDL file.

The Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI): The ser-

vice directory (also called repository or registry) is the place where the services are

registered. The SOA concepts can be instantiated by using the standard UDDI3 as

service directory. The UDDI is structured in three pages (components): White (in-

formation by name), Yellow (Information by category) and Green (Service provided

by WSDL). It is designed to be interrogated by SOAP messages and to provide

access to service description documents (WSDL).

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)[Box 2000]: This is the technical

container which encapsulates the XML message according to the SOAP exchange

standard. SOAP is itself represented in XML with a header part and a part that

corresponds to the application payload (called Body, but also called Payload). SOAP

header part is optional and generally used to transfer data authentication or session

management. These are aspects that are borne by the underlying protocol. Body

Part in turn is in charge of encoding the names of operations and their parameters

and returned results. The SOAP is typically deployed over HTTP but can also

operate over SMTP or JMS. The SOAP is also defined by an envelope which allows

describing the specification of the name space. There are also features for error

handling.

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL): The BPEL (actually BPEL4WS)

has been introduced by OASIS standardization group as the successor of XLANG

and WSFL. The BPEL is an XML representation used as an instantiation of a

service-oriented architecture (SOA) concept. Specifically, in the SOA, the enter-

prise applications are managed from a common platform to enhance dialog between

3http://www.uddi.org
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applications, and their integration. BPEL organizes the dialog between the different

applications of SOA by invoking basic services according to a predefined schema 2.6.

Figure 2.6: A simple BPEL script

BPEL is a complete and open standard, with a lot of supporting engines. With-

out serious concurrent, BPEL was quickly accepted by the industry and is now the

dominant technology in the field of Web service composition. It takes the form of

an XML file readable in the engines of business process management. It organizes

the conduct of business processes (workflow). The BPEL file is therefore on matters

such as processing data, sending messages or calling a function. There are two types

of BPEL processes:

• An abstract, which specifies the exchange of messages between the various

parties without specifying the internal behavior of these parties;

• An executable process: that specifies the execution order of activities. Each

activity represents a given process (a Web service) involved in the main com-

position script.

Services Composition using BPEL: The ability to integrate or compose exist-

ing services into new services is the most important functionality provided by SOAs.

The service composition must be created taking into account the maintenance of

services that rely on other services. The SOA offers a homogeneous environment
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for the composition in a way that all parts of it are respectively described in the

same way and communicating with the same standards for exchanging messages.

The composition of services is achieved through a framework which consists of three

parts:

• Models of composition and language: The composition of services means the

creation of a workflow that defines the order in which the services are invoked,

how the data is transmitted and how the logic is implemented. A composition

model provides a language in which the composite service workflow has to be

written.

• A development environment: This development environment consists of an ed-

itor for the language of composition sach as programming languages Integrated

Develepment Environment (IDE).

• A runtime environment: A composition of services is executed by creating

instances of the composition script and deploying thems in an execution envi-

ronment (application servers).

There are two distinct ways to conceive a composition of services, i.e. the chore-

ography and orchestration:

• Choreography: The choreography describes the collaboration between services

to accomplish a given goal. The control logic of a choreography is distributed.

Each service knows what to do and which service to contact. Choreography

languages allow the description of protocols that the participants have to fol-

low. In [Turner 2005], two main choreography approaches are defined: (1) the

global model, which describes a protocol from a global view of the messages

exchanged by all parties and (2) the interaction model in which each service de-

scribes its temporal and logical dependencies among the exchanged messages,

which is similar to defining a kind of interface. WS-CDL (WS Choreography

Description Language) adopts the global model, while WSCI and the abstract

BPEL process are based on the interaction model.

• Orchestration: The orchestration of services allows the definition of the se-

quence of services according to a predefined schema, and run through “or-

chestration scripts”. These scripts are often represented by business processes

or workflows inside or outside entreprises. They describe the interactions be-

tween applications by identifying the messages and by connecting the logic and

invocation sequences. Orchestration describes the way in which Web services

can interact together using messages, including the business logic and execu-

tion order. These could include different services from different organizations

and the result could be a model of a long-term transactional and multi-stages

process.

An important difference between orchestration and choreography is that the

orchestration is centralized, i.e. the process is under control from the business
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perspective. However, the choreography provides a comprehensive and collab-

orative coordination. It describes the role of each participant involved in the

application.

In summary, we have seen approaches which address the composition of services

in terms of techniques, protocols and standards. The fact remains that these proto-

cols and standards all require technical skills that end users do not have. However,

this approach, more practical, results in simpler tools covering all these protocols.

For instance it provides tools for service publication and discovery, or tools to sketch

service composition BPEL scripts (Figure 2.7), that reduce the level of required

technical skills but remains too complex for the end-user.

Figure 2.7: A schema simplifying a BPEL script

2.5.1.3 Semantic approach

The Semantic Web should enable greater access to services on the Web. Users and

software should be able to discover, invoke, compose, and monitor Web resources

offering particular services and having particular properties, and should be able

to do so with a high degree of automation. Number of common standards were

introduced in the world of Semantic Web services. We describe hereafter two main

ones.

Web Ontology Language for Service(OWL-S) (formerly DAML-S) [Martin 2004]

is a services ontology that provides a solution to these functionalities. The overall

structure of the OWL-S ontology is composed by three main parts: (i) a service

profile describes what the service requires from users and what it gives them; (ii) a

service model specifies how the service works; and (iii) a service grounding gives in-

formation on how to use the service[Milanovic 2004]. The process model is a service

model subclass that describes a service in terms of inputs, outputs, preconditions,

postconditions, and, if necessary, its own subprocesses. In the process model, we
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can describe composite processes and their dependencies and interactions. OWL-S

also defines three model of processes: atomic, which have no sub-processes; simple,

which are not directly invokable and are used as an abstraction element for either

atomic or composite processes; and composite, which consist of sub-processes.

With respect to BPEL tools, OWL-S efforts are still focused on research issues

and few implementations are currently available. However we can cite the OWL-S

Editor [Elenius 2005] developed by the SRI International as a Protege4 plugin, which

provides a graphical environment for editing an OWL-S service resource, the control

flow graph of a process, and “run” (test) a defined process. The OWL-S IDE project
5 is also concerned with the development of OWL-S services. The OWL-S IDE

is a plug-in for Eclipse, which attempts to integrate the semantic markup with the

programming environment. Developers can write their Java code in Eclipse, and run

a Java2OWLS tool to generate an OWL-S “skeleton” directly from the Java sources.

The idea of integrating SWSs more closely with the programming environment used

to develop the service implementations is a powerful feature. However it will often be

more useful to generate the semantic markup before the Java (or other) code, as the

semantic descriptions can be seen as a higher level of abstraction of the programming

modules. The OWL-S IDE does not provide any graphical visualization of services

or processes.

Another OWL-S editor is provided by the University of Malta [Scicluna 2004]. It

is a stand-alone program providing WSDL import as well as a graphical editor and

visualization for control flow and data flow. Not being integrated with an ontology

editor, it shares some of the drawbacks of the OWL-S IDE, without gaining the

advantage of programming-language integration.

Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) The Web Services Modeling On-

tology (WSMO) [Roman 2005] shares with OWL-S the vision that ontologies are

essential to supporting mechanisms like automatic discovery, inter-operation, and

composition of Web Services. Similarly to OWL-S, WSMO is an ontology for de-

scribing various aspects related to semantic web services. Moreover the WSMO effort

defines an expressive Web-oriented language, WSML [Lausen 2005], which provides

a uniform syntax for sub-dialects ranging from description logic to first-order logic.

Like OWL-S, WSMO Web services specifications is based on the service capabil-

ity which consists of inputs, outputs, preconditions, and results. Unlike OWL-S,

WSMO does not provide a notation for building the composite processes in terms

of control flow and data flow. Instead, it focuses on specification of internal and

external choreography and orchestration using an approach based on abstract state

machines (with guarded transitions).

The service basis of WSMO is defined in the same way as the one of OWL-S. This

task is achieved by a mediator, which is a key concept in WSMO. In WSMO’s ap-

proach, mediators perform tasks such as translation between ontologies, or between

4http://protege.stanford.edu/
5http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owl-s-ide/, formerly known as CODE
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the messages produced by one Web service and those expected by another.WSMO

includes a taxonomy of possible mediators that helps to classify the different tasks

mediators are supposed to solve. The definition of mediators in WSMO calls at-

tention to some important translation tasks associated with web services. Not sur-

prisingly, these same translation tasks are needed in support of interactions with

OWL-S described Web Services. Some OWL-S based systems [Paolucci 2004] also

make use of mediator components. However, rather than requiring the existence of

a distinguished type of entity in the Web Services infrastructure, OWL-S takes the

view that mediators are services and as such these mediation services can use the

mechanisms provided by OWL-S for discovery, invocation and composition. Other

distinguishing characteristics include WSMO’s emphasis on the production of a ref-

erence implementation of an execution environment, WSMX, and on the specifica-

tion of mediators (i.e., mapping programs that solve the interoperation problems

between Web Services).

WSMO instances can be created with WSMO Studio [Dimitrov 2007] which is

a real complete and an open source Semantic Web Service and Semantic Business

Process modeling environment. It provides support for WSMO editing with inte-

grated WSML Reasoner, WSML text editor and validator, Choreography designer,

SAWSDL editor for adding semantic annotations to WSDL documents, execution

engine and many other features. Moreover it also provides a Semantic Business Pro-

cess Modeling according to the Business Process Modeling Ontology, a semantically

extended version of BPEL, called BPEL4SWS [Filipowska 2007].

As a conclusion the Semantic approach adds an extra layer on top of the struc-

tural approach (section 2.5.1.2) by integrating the semantic properties within the

operations of description / discovery, and composition of services. With these prop-

erties it is possible to link services together semantically. For instance, it is possible

to propose a schema of composition from a natural language request (see natural

composer in section 2.6.2.2). This is a major step forward from the end-user’s per-

spective. While this approach is valid for very simple patterns of composition, it

is unfortunately not advanced as to allow expressing the logic of composition for

complex cases.

2.5.1.4 Horizontal Vs Vertical compositions

Several recent research efforts have dealt with the Web service composition problem

trying to divide it into two or more sub-problems, introducing vertical/horizontal

service compositions and abstract/concrete services concepts. In [Hassine 2006], au-

thors argue that automatically composing Web services involves two main processes

of composition, the vertical and horizontal compositions. Vertical composition, aims

at finding the “best” combination of abstract Web services, namely, the abstract

workflow to achieve the main objective, while satisfying all restrictions interdepen-

dently. Abstract services refer to each of the sub-tasks (abstract functionality)

when joined together represent the main objective of the composite services. Each

abstract service can be executed by many equivalent Web services called concrete
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services. Consequently, the horizontal composition goal is to find the “best” concrete

Web service among a set of functionally-equivalent services available on the Web.

Those functionally equivalent services represent a web service community (concept

introduced in [Maamar 2007]). The choice of a concrete Web service is done based

on functional (eg, on inputs) and / or non-functional attributes (eg, related to QoS).

The main advantage of distinguishing between these two processes of composi-

tion is to simplify the Web service composition problem to reduce the computational

complexity. It provides an easier way to consider user intervention, so the user is

able to modify / adapt the abstract workflow where necessary [Greenshpan 2009].

Most of the described work considers Web services from more a system perspec-

tive. These last years, end-users have become the center of different technologies.

Web services could not resist to this phenomena as we explain in the following.

2.5.2 User perspective

With the emergence of the Web 2.0 and the related technologies, composing services

has left the traditional frontiers of enterprises. SOA concepts need to shift to this

new area in order to take into account end-users which represent a new opportunity

of evolution for these concepts. Actually, with the growing number of services

available through the Web, the introduction of the end-users in the loop is taking

more and more importance. In fact, the end-user needs to use a certain kind of

composition in different situations especially that Web 2.0 has brought a set of

technologies making it easy to create or collaborate on new services or use others

services for e.g. Mashups.

This new perspective brings a totally new “breathing space” for research in the

area of services composition. In this section, we discuss of existing research from the

user’s point of view. It will show in particular the limitations of conventional meth-

ods (called manual) because it requires significant skills in languages, formalisms

and protocols related to the composition of services reserved to experienced users

(developers). In addition, this section highlights the limitations of the automatic ap-

proach that decouples the composition from users. This approach is facing complex

problems that are hard to resolve (even undecidable in some cases [Balbiani 2006]).

The hybrid approach, called semi-automatic, involves the user in the composition

process and represents an interesting alternative. Eventually, it provides tools for

the simplification and abstraction of the different tools and techniques of composi-

tion, and also provides functionalities to support the end-user.

2.5.2.1 Manual Web services composition

The first approach is based on composing manually multiple services by the user.

This operation must be entirely and manually performed by the end-user. Formal

languages like SDL can be used. Alternatively, textual editors and GUI-based tools

that are based on technical protocols and formalisms like BPEL-based IDEs can

also be used. It is not necessary to mention that both alternatives require a high
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level of technical knowledge and experience which are lacked by the user. Because

the majority of end-users are not programmers, this approach is highly criticized for

requiring an unrealistic technical level on the end-users, which makes dramatically

its use limits.

2.5.2.2 Automatic Web services composition

The second approach is the automatic services composition. This approach aims at

automatically building composite services that are in response to a user context or

request. Except of the request, the end-user does’t provide any more information

to the composition process. We cite below some works that falls with the auto-

matic approach’s category and summarizes the overall landscape of contributions

made in that area. The most common technique used in this approach is based on

the so-called goal-driven service composition, and particularly the inputs/outputs

matching. In other terms, from a final goal definition (set by the user and/or his

context), this technique uses the matching between output and input interfaces data

types in order to define the most likely pair of services that can be composed to-

gether. Step by step, this operation should succeed to building the composition

pattern.

In [Zhang 2003], authors propose a method based on semantic matching between

the input parameters (respectively pre-condition properties) of a service with the

output parameters (respectively the post-condition properties) of its predecessor. In

a similar way [Lécué 2008] introduces a framework for service composition based on

functional aspects, in which services are chained according to their functional de-

scription. The suggested framework uses the Causal Link Matrix (CLM) formalism

in order to facilitate the computation of the final service composition as a semantic

graph.

On another side, context-aware service composition is considered as another

way to automatically compose services. Authors in [Zhovtobryukh 2006] argue that

incorporating context awareness into web service composition mechanisms increases

relevance and the robustness of produced compositions. Zhovtobryukh proposes a

Petri net based approach to enhance core composition mechanisms. Just like final

state automata, other formal modeling tools [Milanovic 2004] are used to perform

automatic service composition.

Full automation of the composition process is not without inconveniences. Prat-

ically, in the absence of the user involvement validation, the automated operation

offers few guarantees about the relevance of the selected and composed services,

and can even lead to an end product that does not match the initial goal.Moreover,

automation includes a significant complexity that can lead to situations of indeci-

sion (in a formal-based approach). Indeed, [Balbiani 2006] shows that checking an

e-service composition model is undecidable in some cases. The authors argue that

undecidability is due to unbounded FIFO queues. The transaction sequential con-

sistency problem provides another perspective for understanding the queue effect,

where independent transactions are allowed to commute.
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2.5.2.3 Semi-automatic Web services composition

The third approach is the semi-automatic services composition which aims to provide

end-users with an enhanced service creation environment. This environment offers

support for automated processing of the composition where the end-user operates in

a more or less manner. This approach gains more interest as the automated service

composition approach presents serious limitations. The semi-automatic composition

comes to resolve the situation by involving the end-user in the composition process

by addressing particular issues, for instance the difficulty of selecting a relevant

service among the many available.The semi-automatic composition has taken several

forms that evolved over time. A current evolution of semi-automatic composition is

what is now commonly called Mashups [Liu 2007]. This latter evolution incarnates

the emergence of web2.0 and more specifically its User Generated Content(UGC)

aspect.

More generally, based on exiting related works, we can see the emergence of

a multitude of methods for semi-automatic composition that are identified and

axplained hereafter. Generally, from the user perspective, semi-automatic service

composition includes composition frameworks with graphical or textual interfaces,

semantic-based tools like tagging technics, or even social features like sharing or

rating services (both basic and composed). Those characteristics are detailed in

the next section (section 2.6). However, beyond the simple and direct user involve-

ment (participation) through selecting and scheduling services and still from the

user perspective, we have identified three major ways of considering the user in the

composition process. In fact some systems focus on single end-user by tracking his

own interests or preferences and leverage them for his need. An alternative way is

to consider the user as part of a community. consequently, the system tracks the

interest of this community in order to build a list of preferences used to help in the

composition process. A third emerging way, introduced here in this work, is a social

network oriented approach which is based on leveraging the social aspect of how

end-users operates in the service composition environment.Those three approaches

are detailed in the following.

User-centric approach The first kind aims at building a profile of the user or

involve him in the indecision stages by providing tools and interfaces to facilitate

the service composition process. In this approach we can find numerous user-driven

composition tools like in [Lord 2005] where semantic service discovery facilities are

provided based on user preferences. A similar approach is presented in [Law 2007]

where the author introduces a system called Koala (currently Co-Script). This

system, materialized by a “side bar” in the Firefox browser, learns from the user

behavior when processing a web page, and transform sthis behavior into a series of

actions. the system objectives are (i) to parametrize the following abstract actions

and makes them executable; and (ii) to allow end-users to share their composed

actions. For the last case, the script can be modified by other users or adapted to

their profiles. Even if this approach goal is to provide the end-user facilities and
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support tools for service composition, we may notice that it is not taking advantages

from the whole information available about how users use services in semi-automatic

service composition environment.

Community-centric approach The second kind relies on the knowledge pro-

duced in communities or in specific-domains. A community can be involved in the

process of composition through two ways. The first one is tagging or annotating

basic and composite services in order to provide advanced descriptions of services

(semantics, classification). This first way allows the improvement of the discovery

and selection operations which could be leveraged to support users forward and

downstream the composition process itself ( what we name “a priori or posteriori

support”); The second way of community involvement is to extract the generated

knowledge in a community or a specific domain in order to define a set of rules

considered as "best pratices" in this community or specific domain. These rules are

used to build recommendation systems to assist users in the composition process.

In this regard, authors [Chen 2003] provide an interesting introduction of domain-

knowledge for services composition. First, they explain the observed lack in the ser-

vices composition structural approach (UDDI, WSDL, SOAP). In fact, this latter

does not address the issue of coordination and scheduling of services. Several indus-

try standards such as BPEL and WSFL offer solutions for “a priori” composition.

According to the authors, this is unsuited to a domain-specific approach (targeting

a specific area, for instance scientific computing).

The other approach addressing this problem is the semantic approach based

on ontologies witch enables a “sophisticated” service discovery. Some researches

describe the possibility of using this technique of discovery (semantic matching) to

manage the services composition. The lack of this method is the indeterminism that

may arise during the selection phase, which is based on the semantic description of

service functionalities. The authors stress the fact that the e-science domain implies

a certain dynamic processes that the structural and semantic approaches can not

cover. Hence, the domain-specific knowledge is established to support the services

dynamic selection and configuration. Methods such as CommonKADS and OilEd

have been introduced to interpret the domain-specific knowledge provided by experts

in a list of rules and actions. This list allows building a service recommendation

system. Those recommendations can be provided to a software agent or the end-user

through the development environment. This will help to pro-actively improve the

services selection and composition processes.

Coming back to [Chen 2003], the author proposed a prototype for the specific

domain of engineering design search and optimization (EDSO) for modeling, anal-

ysis and optimization of aerodynamic object. This prototype helps less or more

experienced users to build (compose) a suite of EDSO algorithms represented in

Web service form to meet their specific needs. Another study [DiBernardo 2008]

suggested the same approach for services composition by upgrading this process

using domain specific-knowledge (in this case it refers to a life-science domain).
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2.6 Mashups Editors: An End-user Services Composi-

tion Environment

Nowadays, we’re witnessing the proliferation of Web services and APIs exposed

through the Web [Yu 2009b]. Services composition tools propose environment to

take advantage of this proliferation by allowing users to compose services for their

own interest. Beside that, Web2.0 is “cultivating” and promoting a population of

creative users who generate a significant amount of content. However as we have

mentioned before, end-users have no required skills to manipulate Web services.

Thus, services composition platforms and tools aim at providing features and fa-

cilities to help end-users in these operations. These efforts led to the emergence of

the so-called Mashups. As an introduction, a Mashups is defined as a Web appli-

cation created by reusing existing Web resources considered here as services. The

framework and environment used to create a Mashup is a named Mashup editor

(called also Mashup creation environment or Mashup maker). This section presents

existing Mashup frameworks and conducted research studies with a special focus on

features related to support for the end-user.

2.6.1 Mashup and Mashup creation environment

An application that combines content from more than one source into an integrated

experience or service is called a Mashup. The process of “mashup creation” can

be obviously done at the level of a web programming language (e.g. php, java)

by developers, or more easily done in frameworks (e.g. Mashup Editors) by end-

users. Mashup is a more informal service composition. Service developers often have

strong preferences with regards to their service creation environment. For end-users,

a more user-friendly environment is more attractive, but will of course imply less

options[Yu 2007]. Because they are very intuitive, emerging service creation tools

focus on how to enable the end-user himself to create Mashups. For instance we find

in the Internet world Yahoo Pipes 6, Microsoft Popfly 7, MashMaker [Ennals 2007b],

[Ennals 2007a], MARGMASH [Díaz 2007] and MARMITE [Wong 2007], and in the

telecom world eZweb [Soriano 2007]. This section introduces a brief description of

each environment, whereas a entire section is the chapter 5 is allocated to describe

the common internal architecture of a Mashup creation environment.

2.6.2 Overview of major Mashup creation environment

Mashups creation platforms supports the user in integrating and orchestrating ser-

vices for his final composite application and provides an abstract layer that hides

the complexity of the underlying process model (e.g. BPEL). The growing visual

programming paradigm (graphical) of Mashups is the most common way to meet

those requirements. Other ways are the description of the processes via a natural

6Yahoo Pipes, http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
7Microsoft Popfly, It was discontinued on August 24, 2009
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readable rule language occasionally called Controlled Natural Language (CNL) or

the implementation of a timeline that describes the user interaction on the basis

of their chronological appearance. In order to come to a comprehensive solution

for the modeling process several other aspects like event-handling, dependencies

between user interaction or message flows have to be considered.

2.6.2.1 Graphical editor

The Graphical mashups editor tool allows an end-user to create simple mashups by

using the graphical user interface for drawing the workflow describing the logic of

the compiste service. The end-user can simply drag/drop boxes representing the

available building blocks (representing Web services), and connect them to indicate

the flow dependencies.

Yahoo pipes! Yahoo Pipes is a Web application that consists of a graphical tool

that provides end-users with the service composition capabilities (Mashup). Figure

2.8 is a screenshot of the Yahoo Pipes tool. The left side of the figure is the service

database, and the right side is the composite service created by the end-user. The

composite service is defined by a set of chained input/output boxes which represent

service interfaces, and wires which represent input/output connection between these

interfaces.

Figure 2.8: HousingMaps programmed in Yahoo! Pipes

MashMaker is a Firefox plug-in which enables the end-user to create his own

Mashup from existing web sites. The most important innovation here is the data

extraction from web pages that contain unstructured data. Figure 2.9 shows a

“Facebook” web page in which Mashmaker component extracts automatically all

addresses, names and phone numbers. Thereafter, if the user wants to display these

addresses in a Map, he just has to drag/drop it in a mapping service (such as Yahoo

Maps or Google Maps).
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Figure 2.9: MashMaker example (over Facebook Webpage)

MARMITE is another framework which enables the end-user to create their own

Mashup with an incremental execution; users can execute composite service step by

step and see the intermediate results (see Figure 2.10). It is implemented as a

Firefox plug-in too. Such as in Yahoo Pipes!, Marmite composite services are a set

of boxes (called operators) chained with wires. However, some services can have

alternative associated displays such as a map or a video player. Users can link the

output of a given service with the input of an intended successor service. MARMITE

authors have tested their framework on a sample of six persons [Wong 2007], where

two of them are experienced programmers, and two others have experience with

spdreadsheet but not with programming while the remaining two others have no

experience with neither programming nor spreadsheet. As a result, three out of six

did not succeed to build a composite service and those who have succeeded are those

who have knowledgeable in development and one of those who have spreadsheet

experience.

Open Mashups Studio The Open Mashups Studio 8 is a Mashup creation en-

vironment introduced by Orange Labs. It is based on Open Mashups Modeling

(OMM). OMM is a domain specific language dedicated to applications based on

component assembly. It uses a data flow paradigm to connect components and a

very simple type system to represent exchanged data. As figure 2.11 shows, Open

8http://www.open-mashups.org/
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Figure 2.10: HousingMaps programmed in MARMITE

Mashups Studio is a Firefox plug-in and provides a similar environment as Yahoo

pipes or Marmite. In addition, Open Mashups Studio users can specify the Mashup

interface.

Figure 2.11: Open Mashups Studio Screenshot

2.6.2.2 Natural language Editor

The introduction of the semantic Web paradigm in service-oriented architectures

enables explicit representation and reasoning about services, via a semantically rich

description of their operations. Natural Language Composition focuses on the de-

velopment of interactive service composition tools which use a textual user interface

based on a natural language. For instance, [Bosca 2005] introduces an approach

towards service selection and composition based upon the interpretation of user
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requests expressed through an informal human-computer interaction interface that

employs a controlled (restricted) natural language.

Natural Language Composer First introduced in [Shiaa 2008] then furthered in

the SERVERY9 project, The Natural Language Composer is used to create compos-

ite services based on the interpretation of a service request done using a restricted

natural language. This interpretation is obviously constrained by the number of

service components that are annotated for natural language usage. An example of

sentence that can be interpreted is “Send by SMS Paris weather translated in En-

glish” which will result in on-the-fly creation of a service that will sequence three

basic services: retrieval of the weather forecast from Paris, translation of a given

text in English and finally SMS sending. Four main steps are done to make the

system capable of interpreting such sentences and then being able to generate a

service that can be executed:

1. Based on Natural Language Annotation of services in the system, the parsing

of sentences is generally recursive in order to analyse then find a possible

candidate among the list of existing annotated services;

2. Construction of the interpretation graph (in an intermediate formalism);

3. Based on interpretation graph, the system generates the orchestration script

in order to create a sequence of service calls and the arguments appropriately

assigned;

4. Deploying the script into a given execution technology.

Figure 2.12: Interface of the Natural Language Composer

9http://projects.celtic-initiative.org/servery/
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Ubiquity (from Mozilla labs [Erlewine ]), an add-on for Mozilla Firefox 10, is an

experimental interface based on natural language input. It is a collection of quick

and easy natural-language-derived commands that act as Mashups of web services,

thus allowing users to get information and relate it to current and other webpages.

Users requests are based on restricted natural language command which can be

extended by the community (see figure 2.13). Basically, Ubiquity commands are

small chunks of javascript (as an intermediate scripting language) which can be

interfaced with Web services.

Figure 2.13: Exemple of user’s request using Ubiquity

2.6.3 General properties analysis

In [Yu 2008], authors present an overview of tools and environments for creating

Mashup to identify research issues. The authors point and explain the difference

between Mashup development and classic component-based application develop-

ment. The Mashup targets specific situational needs (typically a use case). To per-

form this analysis, the authors selected some Mashup creation environments (Yahoo

Pipes, Google Mashup Editor, Microsoft Popfly ...). They propose to review those

tools instantiated in a particular Mashup sort that is the “housing maps applica-

tion”. They identify the conceptual and practical features that will help to structure

the analysis. At the conceptual level, two paradigms are distinguished: (i) the ba-

sic components that will be used to create a Mashup, which could be either data,

application logic or user interface. this classification results in a layered view of

Mashups creation that will include three layers: presentation layer (interface), data

layer and functional processes layer. (ii) The second identified paradigm is the com-

position logic, in other words how the components are assembled. This operation

10https://mozillalabs.com/ubiquity/
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depends on several parameters which include: the output type (data, application

logic or interface), the orchestration style (flow-based, event-based or layout-based),

inter-component communication (one -to-one interface, centralized communication

media), and the composition execution (instance-based or continuous).

At the Mashup creation environment level, several characteristics have been iden-

tified and classified here through two concepts: (i) the user interface, which can be

browser-based (sometimes plug-ins) is characterized by an environment type (drag

& drop, textual or hybrid) in order to provide facilities for the user who could be a

web-user, an advanced user, or a programmer. (ii) The execution environment is an

important parameter to consider since it stands for delivering Mashups for users. It

is characterized by the deployment type (hosting: local, Mashup provider or a third

party), the integration operation which may occur on the server side (engine-based

or webapp- based implementation style) or on the client side (for instance within

the browser via JavaScript), and finally the scalability of the execution environment

(number of data sources, composition models or users). This structured analysis

allows a detailed comparison of different Mashup makers according to various cri-

teria. However, unlike [Grammel 2008], this analysis mainly highlights the Mashup

environment technical aspects from the service providers’ viewpoint. It helps to

identify the technical issues to consider when implementing a Mashup maker for

social networking matter (e.g. scalability). Nevertheless, this study does not pro-

vide elements that help to identify requirements that each Mashup framework has

to meet to become as user-friendly as possible.

In [Hoyer 2008], a similar study highlighted that Mashup creation can be separated

into several conceptual levels. This has introduced the concept of “lightweight com-

position” which is just another name, from the end-user point of view, for Mashup

creation process. Furthermore, authors have focused on Mashup makers with a spe-

cial focus on community-related and social networks properties which they named

“mass collaboration” features.

From the end-user point of view, Grammel et al. [Grammel 2008] investigated tools

and environments for creating Mashups which they called “Mashup makers”. This

investigation provided an advanced analysis about the main characteristics and

properties provided by these environments from the end-user point of view. Au-

thors define a Mashup as “an end-user driven recombination of web-based data and

functionalities”. In this study, six Mashup makers are selected and classified into

three categories: information Mashup, process Mashup and Web site customization.

Seven dimensions were defined in order to analyze the selected Mashup makers, in-

cluding the support for community features dimension which represents a particular

interest in our context. Indeed, community members provide elements that can be

reused by other members, create examples, and help each other. Some features were

identified and classified as: (i) Mashups sharing, (ii) collaborative classification, no-

tation or marking (iii) exchanges and discussion forums. Accordingly, the proposed

analysis can be applied to the social network (of friends) case. For instance, this

analysis could be useful for the specification of a “Mashup maker” in order to opti-

mize end-users support features. We may notice that the authors have highlighted
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the need to introduce the social networking features at the heart of the Mashup

creation process.

2.6.4 End-user support

After reviewing the general properties of Mashup creation environment, the next

section highlights, based on existing studies, the growing need of support features

to the end-users in order to help them composing services. Table 2.1 summaries the

main features provided by the Mashup creation environments cited above. Those

features could potentially be used as support for end-users at several levels. More-

over, in order to facilitate service composition for end-users, current Mashup editors

provide as abstraction layer that hides the technical specifications and simplifies

them for the users. For example: providing a web service with abstract description

in a form of input/output black box, and a composed service in a form of a graphic

flow or sequence of services. Most Mashup editors also allow the reuse of created

composed services as building blocks to compose other services. In addition, to

help end-users to compose services, Mashup creation environments provide learning

materials as videos, tutorials, and forums for assistance. Learning by example is

also an approach that allows new users to reuse and edit Mashups that have been

created by others. We categorize the features listed above as indirect support for

users in the process of composition.

To provide direct assistance to end-users, most Mashup editors tend to ease the

end-user intervention in the process of composition. This intervention can take place

at three levels:

• Pre-composition support: by facilitating the selection of services by features

that are either service categorization, textual or contextual selection.

• Post-composition support: by providing the ability to tag or rate basic services.

This information is used later on by recommendation systems (collaborative

filtering or content-based) at the pre-composition phase in order to allow the

automatic selection of services that fit with users’ preferences.

• In-composition support (at the services scheduling phase): For this case, no

direct features have been identified in the current Mashup editors that help

end-users in selecting services when he is creating a composite service (con-

necting services).

Nevertheless , several studies have shown the potential of exploiting the inter-

actions of users with services as basis for supporting features to the end-user. In

the same direction, through a use-case approach, Floyd et al. [Floyd 2007] high-

light the APIs proliferation on the Web in parallel with the number of creative Web

users. The study shows the benefits of the collaboration between end-users and

developers that combines the innovation and creativity of end-users with the exper-

tise of developers. Automating this collaboration is the important challenge we are

looking to tackle. In that regard, an interesting study [Jones 2009] describes the
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Table 2.1: Summary of the most relevant features offered by some Mashups envi-

ronments
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Abstraction Level
Reuse of complete Mashup Y Y Y Y

Visual data-flow languages Y Y Y N

Learning support Y Y Y Y

Sharing Mashups Y Y Y Y

Community features
Tagging Y Y Y Y

Rating Y Y Y N

Discovery and selection

Text-Based Search Y Y Y N

Categorization of services Y Y Y N

Context Y N N N

interactions of Yahoo! Pipes’ users. This can be used to extract social structures

based on an analysis of user interactions. Furthermore, those users interact with

services through the Mashups they create. Soriano et al. [Soriano 2008] empha-

sizes the growing importance of the user-service relationship in a Service Oriented

Architecture for composing services. In fact, the authors introduce EZWeb, an en-

vironment for sharing Mashups between colleagues, as a basis for co-production in

an enterprise context. In addition, [Maamar 2009] emphasizes the phenomenon of

what they call “social interaction” between services. In fact, the aspects of trust

and reliability between services may impact the service selection for composition.

Yu and Woodard [Yu 2009b] propose a very interesting view of the ecosystem of

Mashups. This study, on the Programmableweb API repository11, has truly shown

that utilization of services follows a long-tail effect (power-law distribution), one

of the major and interesting properties in social networks [Wasserman 1994]. We

believe that service recommendation is a solution to spread expertise between users

to enable them composing services.

2.7 Discussion

We presented in this chapter a literature review of web services, service composition

and end-user oriented composition environments (Mashup editors). In fact, we

have reviewed the concepts of service, SOA and Web services composition and key

11http://programmableweb.com
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concepts that they emerge from. We classified the different approaches to service

composition either from system or end-user perspectives. This review has allowed us

to highlight the main issues in the service composition research area and particularly

focus on the exact issues we have identified as central in our work.

Furthermore, we have pointed out the concepts of SOC and composition of ser-

vices, which were originally developed for enterprise application integration, and

that have recently evolved to end-users, typically Web users. Those end-users are

characterized by limited technical and programming skills, but are nevertheless pro-

ducing Web content. In fact, in the Web 2.0 context, one of the interesting property

of end-users is their ability to produce or participate in producing content. The

Web 2.0 has brought a set of different technologies dedicated for end-users (even in

an enterprise context) so it becomes very easy for such users to publish or annotate

resources (User Generated Content (UGC)). Furthermore, those end-users are tying

new relationships based on interests to the generated content, and stay in touch with

their social relatives through online social networks and collaborative environments.

Consequently, the composition of services should nowadays to be driven by end-user

needs, as it is encouraged by online environments of sharing and social interactions

through the Internet.

Mashup editors have emerged as an answer to this evolution in order to overcome

the technical complexity that the end-users were facing and to ease the composi-

tion process for them. Actually, through this mashup concept, existing works have

provided (i) abstraction features such as visual workflow language, and (ii) commu-

nity features such as rating and tagging, and (iii) service selection facilities such as

text-based search. Even if those features are absolutly necessary, we hardly believe

that they are sufficient. In particular, during the composition process itself, and as

we have pointed out, existing features do not currently provide any direct support

to end-users. In fact, The users have to manually select and connect all services

in order to compose them according to specific requirements and the composition

logic. This phase of the composition represents a relatively painful phase of the

process due to the lack of support it is characterized with. This is the key issue that

we are addressing in this thesis, the gap we are proposing to fill, and to which we

are providing solutions in order to offer more and more support to end-users, and

therefore contributing to the semi-automatic services composition approach. Some

recent interesting works, that are being explored including ours, promote contin-

uously assistance of the end-user when he is composing services. Next chapters

introduce the concept of dynamic service recommendation original approach that

is the proposed answer to the key issue mentioned above. It represents the main

contributions of this work that is based on the introduction of the social dimension

within the composition process.



Chapter 3

Service Dynamic

Recommendation For End-User

Support

3.1 Introduction

The main idea, as introduced in Chapter 1, consists of providing a framework for

creating a Mashup driven composite service. This framework must provide basic

features essential to compose a service, namely (i) basic services directory exposed

through the framework (whether services are deployed locally or remotely); (ii) a user

graphical interface to express the logic of the Mashup (composite service schema);

and (iii) a platform to translate the introduced logic into an executable script repre-

senting the composed service which will then be deployed in a runtime environment.

The framework, its basic features, and their implementation are described in Chap-

ter 5. In addition to basic functionalities, we are committed to fully assist the end

user in the task of composition. The main reason behind this commitment is the

lack of expertise of the end user, and the growing number of services that are ex-

posed. Our contribution consists of a dynamic recommendation service feature to

assist the user during the task of composition. This chapter outlines the concepts

and basic models of this proposed contribution. The model of completion followed

by the proposed recommendation feature can be realized through two projections or

instantiations. The first one, a step-by-step completion, is described and evaluated

in this chapter, whereas the second one, a full Mashup completion, is described in

Chapter 4.

Even if the dynamic recommendation is not a new concept by itself, the idea

of dynamically recommending services in the context of Mashup creation environ-

ment is a novel feature. However, its novelty does not exclude the fact that it still

needs to comply with a couple of requirements derived from Mashup creation en-

vironment and recommender systems requirements. Current related works, such as

[Ennals 2007a] and [Greenshpan 2009], do highlight minimum set of these require-

ments that are summarized in two points: (i) ensure successful user experience in a

user-centric interactive framework by optimizing the system response time, and (ii)

improve the quality of the recommendation to meet the end user’s actual needs.

Before presenting the adopted recommendation algorithm and its variants based

on what we named the recommendation confidence metric in Section 3.8, several

entities and concepts have to be introduced and presented in detail. Consequently,
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Section 3.2 briefly reviews the recommender system related work. Section 3.3 high-

lights both the emergence and importance of the social dimension in the Web 2.0

context. It simultaneously introduces the idea of social networks based dynamic

recommendation that preludes and justifies the path that led to the design of the

algorithm. Section 3.4 details the construction of the implicit social graph which

constitutes the foundation model of the algorithm. Section 3.6 explains the con-

siderations (assumptions and simplifications) adopted when the dynamic service

algorithm is instantiated within the Social Composer (SoCo) framework.

3.2 Brief overview of recommendation systems

The field of recommender systems, with its multiple applications, is a well estab-

lished research area. Generally, all recommender systems are a variant or hybrid

of the two conventional approaches: (i)collaborative filtering recommender, and (ii)

content-based recommender.

In particular, applications of the recommendation for the selection of services in

a semi-automatic service composition context are a variant of previously mentioned

approaches. However, as we detailed in Section 2.5.2.3, when considering service

selection recommender systems from the end user point of view, existing applications

take two approaches: user-centric and community-centric. In fact some systems

focus on a single end-user by tracking his own interests and/or preferences and

leveraging it for his needs. An alternative way is to consider the user as part of a

community; As this will be described in the following.

3.3 Providing support to end-user

The main features of the Social Composer (Web service composition framework de-

tailed in Chapter 5) are intended to assist end-users in the composition process by

providing support when selecting a service. This support is based on the current

configuration of composition and user’s social neighbors composition behavior. To

help the user in the composition process, SoCo includes two main steps represented

by: (i) a social knowledge extraction and modeling component and (ii) a recommen-

dation manager as depicted in Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1 illustrates the general architecture of the framework. The first step

consists in extracting and modeling the existing “knowledge” in a social network.

Knowledge here stands for information which can be used in the context of services

composition, e.g. which person uses which service in which composition and at

which rate. This knowledge is captured in order to define and construct a set of

rules and actions. These rules and actions describe in fact the composition behaviors

that could be used to improve and customize a incomplete part of a particular

composition schema in relation to a particular user. This operation is the role of

the second component (recommendation manager).
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Figure 3.1: General architecture of SoCo framework for social network integration

in the composition process

The main purpose of our framework is to support user in the process of composi-

tion. This consists of the dynamic recommendation of services as the user composes

new services by linking existing ones. This feature must meet a certain number of

requirements to ensure an efficient interactive user experience. Regarding interac-

tive application requirement [Shneiderman 1984], end-users prefer a response time

of less than one second. This implies the following constraint: the recommenda-

tion engine used in SoCo has to provide suggestions (recommendations) within the

allotted timeframe of one second.

3.3.1 Uses cases

We discuss in this section some illustrative use-cases which help expose the different

dimensions of the proposed framework. The first type of use cases groups the case

of Mashup creation by typical Web end-users who seek to automate some tasks.

The second type of use cases groups the cases of Mashup creation in a business

context (enterprise environment) where service composition is seen as an easy-to-

use workflow creation.

3.3.1.1 Web end-user typical use cases

The ”Cinema fan” use case Consider Alice, a young fan of movies and cinema.

To plan her cinema outings, Alice generally performs several tasks before selecting

the movie she is going to watch. For instance, she needs to consult many Web pages

to get information about the quality of a particular movie, ask her friends, read the

different comments about the movies to find out whether the movie is related to

her preferences, or locate a good cinema where she can watch the movie. This is
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generally time and effort consuming. Alice is novice in services composition even

if she already uses Mashup editors; but she has a good social network that could

help her in the operation of selecting and combining services. However, her friends

are generally not available to help her in building her service (Mashup application).

The SoCo system can verily be of a great interest for Alice in this situation.

Thus, Alice decides to create a Mashup that will automate this kind of activity

using the SoCo in order to take advantage of the Mashup created by her social rela-

tives. These Mashups could gives some hints of the best practices when composing

services and are effectively used to provide some dynamic suggestions to Alice. Alice

first searches for relevant services related to cinema by querying the services repos-

itory. She finds out that FilmAdviser, a service that returns movies suggestions on

the basis of a set of users preferences, is available for use. She selects the service

and drops it into the SoCo editing area. Simultaneously, the recommendation sys-

tem receives a query for finding services that can possibly come after the currently

selected service (i.e., FilmAdviser).

Using the different information the system has about, for instance, the social

relations of Alice, the usage rate of the different services by that social network,

etc. SoCo recommends Cine-Map-Calendar, a service which is generally used in the

social network just after FilmAdviser. Cine-Calendar is a service which considers a

movie as an input and gives an output of the movie and its different planning during

the Week. After that, SoCo proposes another service, Cine-Map, which, given the

title of a movie and a specific city, displays on a map the different cinemas where

that movie is shown in that city. The system also recommends the use of a service

that allows Alice to finally buy cinema tickets. Alice prefers to buy the tickets when

she gets to the cinema and thus she didn’t use that service.

To complete the chain, SoCo recommends to Alice the use of the RDVSchedular

service which allows a group of people to select available time slots. Alice accepts

the suggestion of the system but will additionally need a reminder for that event.

This is a typical situation when planning and event and is frequent in the social

network of Alice. Thus, SoCo recommends SMSReminder as a service that sends

an SMS reminder to participants of an event. Satisfied, Alice decides to stop at this

level and initiates the deployment the resulting composed service.

The sequence composition use-case Consider three users Alice, Bob, and

Carol who compose services using their favorite Mashup creation environment.

Alice and Bob, who are more or less familiar to composing services, create var-

ious Mashups. In order to find the definition of a word in English, translate

it into French and then email it, Alice creates a Mashup composed as follows:

Dictionary → Translator → Email. Moreover, in order to find the weather fore-

cast, translate it and receive it by SMS, Alice creates a new Mashup as follows:

Weather → Translator → SMS. On his side, Bob would like to create a Mashup

that finds the weather description from his location, send it on his blog, and then

post a tiny URL of his blog on his Twitter profile. Thus, he creates the following
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Mashups: Mylocation→Weather → BlogPost→ tinyURL→ PostTwitter.

Carol would like now to create a new Mashup based on a weather forecast ser-

vice. Once she selects the weather service, she gets a list of completions. Each

completion is a sequence (one or more linearly connected services) which when con-

nected to that weather service forms a complete Mashup. These completions are

based on other users’ usage and are listed in the following: (i) → Translator, (ii)

→ Translator → Email, (iii) → BlogPost, (iv) → BlogPost→ tinyURL, and (v)

→ BlogPost → tinyURL → PostTwitter. However, since she doesn’t really have

experience with these services, Carol wishes that the completion list would prefer-

entially rank completions related to her social relatives. If we suppose that Carol

is socially close to Alice (shares more interest with her), it is more likely that the

system would prefer a recommendation originating from Alice rather than from the

whole community. Suppose that Carol selected the completion (i) → Translator.

After her selection, the completion list is updated dynamically. It will offer, follow-

ing to Weather → Translator two completions: → sendSMS or → Email, and so

on until Carol chooses to terminate the Mashup.

3.3.1.2 Business context type use cases

Conference attending workflow use case The enterprise is a goldmine for so-

cial networking applications. Even if this environment appears well organized and

hierarchical, it hides more complex social interactions and organizations. An en-

terprise environment is also interesting regarding privacy issues, as it is controlled

and managed and knowing that interactions (typically e-mails exchange) between

employees are supposedly dealing with company-related issues. It is therefore rele-

vant to analyze the interactions and define the profiles of employees and the links

between them. The profiles of employees represent their expertise areas and skills,

when the links between them represent the formal and informal information flows

and exchanges context.

We present hereafter a use case that occurs frequently in companies especially for

new procedures for which no internal processes are defined and may involve several

departments of the company. Participating in an external conference or workshop

is a relevant example. Bob is an employee and would like to attend a conference or

workshop. Bob decides to create a Mashup with SoCo framework to manage this

special need and shares his experience with his colleagues.

On the basis of the process already defined in the company by other colleagues,

SoCo assists Bob in the creation of his Mashup by proposing and recommending

services. First, Bob selects the service that provided information about the con-

ference (date, location, prices, ...). Soco proposes two services: ManagerValidation

and TravelBooking with a stronger recommendation for ManagerValidation. Bob

decides to choose ManagerValidation. As a result, SoCo recommends three services:

VisaApplication, TravelBooking, and HotelBooking. Bob chooses TravelBooking then

HotelBooking. The system continues to propose other services as a service that al-

lows employees claim their travel expenses, but Bob decides to built and share this
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Mashup on the company Web 2.0 portal.

Meeting report composed service use case In a business context, Bob is an

employee and often makes phone calls to his partners for meeting. At each end of a

meeting, he has to remember the various discussed topics and draft a report about

those conducted phone calls. Bob decides to use SoCo in order to automate this task.

He selects the first service voice call. At this level, SoCo recommendation system

processes or has already processed compositions already made by Bob’s colleagues

and releases a recommendation list that proposes to use other services following the

current voice call service. Thus, SoCo proposes to use a restricted list of services

redirection service (redirect the call in case of failure ), SensSMS (send an SMS

when the call is done), Calendar updating (to report on the agenda that the call has

been done), speech-to-text followed by eMail (in order to transcribe the call in text

format then emailed), or speech-to-text followed by SendSMS ( in order to transcribe

the call in text format and then sent it by SMS).

3.4 Social-based approach

A social network can not be viewed as a community (see community approach in the

previous section). The major difference is that community describes a gathering of

individuals around “one” common topic of interest, generating communities special-

izing in particular areas (what justifies this approach). In contrast, social networks

describe individual networks constructed on the basis of specific interests or friend-

ship for each pair of individual relationships in the network. In other words, the

knowledge defined in a social network can not be processed as a community knowl-

edge since a social network necessarily includes one or many communities. Table 3.1

summarizes the most relevant differences between the two approaches. Therefore,

a different approach needs to be applied for social network based recommendation

system.

As we are clearly in a Web 2.0 environment, we consider that the user needs to

be part of in the process not only as a separate entity or a group of people but as an

interlinked entity with other entities following a relation translating, e.g., common

interests and friendship. This will lead to fine grained, more precise and personalized

support for users. Introducing this dimension, i.e., the social dimension, incorporates

the interesting observation that a user is more interested in the recommendations

that come from members of his social networks (family, friends, colleagues, etc.) or

from people with whom he shares common interests. Our full completion strategy

takes into account users’ specificities that are reflected in their different service

composition behaviors. Table 3.2 enumerates some interactions between the different

managed entities in a Mashup platform which may indicate a social behavior.

We consider the following types of interactions between entities in the system:

the Composition and Diffusion as for the interactions between users and services,

Follow interactions between services, and Friends and Communities interactions
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Table 3.1: Community Vs social networks services composition
Community Social Networks

describes a gathering of individuals

around a common topic of interest

describes friends networks constructed

on the basis of specific interests for each

relationship in the network

specific domain knowledge and Com-

munity generated knowledge

The extracted knowledge can not be

processed as community knowledge

Knowledge processing methods already

exist in the literature (CommonKADS

and OilEd)

Existing Social networks analysis meth-

ods are not appropriate and need to be

adapted

involved either in the pre-composition

process at the discovery and selection

levels, or at post-composition process

by annotating, ranking, and rating ser-

vice

In addition to be involved in pre and

post-composition, social knowledge in

directly involved in the composition

process itself.

Simple recommendation system Complex recommendation system

High granularity level of users consid-

eration (i.e., community level)

Detailed level of granularity for user

consideration (i.e., individual level)

Table 3.2: Example of possible interactions that could be extracted from a Mashup

creation environment
Users and services interactions Service interactions User interactions

- Creation - Follow - Friends

- Discovery - Competition - Communities

- Composition - Replacement - Influence

- Diffusion - Collaboration - Mentor

- Annotation - etc. - Hierarchy

- etc. - etc.

between users. This is motivated by the well known observation from Web 2.0:

90% of users consult content (i.e., equivalent of using an existing composition in

our context), 9% comment on the content (make a recommendation in our context),

and 1% create new content (creation of new services in our context) [Nielsen 2006].

Thus, the interactions that are our focus are those that impact the largest audience:

the 90% of users who interact with existing service compositions. We consider

interactions that involve end-users as social interactions, and part of the social

dimension.

3.5 A new approach to service recommendation

In Web 2.0, people can create, use, and share services in communities and social

networks. These services can be simple Web services or more sophisticated services
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as Mashups. The question we address is: how can social interactions be leveraged to

enable and facilitate composite services creation for end users?

Regarding this problem statement and the related work, we propose a general

approach for dynamic service recommendation based on the transformation of both

user → users and user → services interactions into social networks on top of which

statistical processes may be applied to fire recommendations for assisting the user

in constructing the Mashup (a composition of services). In other words, we leverage

knowledge retrieved from social networks, applied to a Mashup and Web services

composition. Before detailing our proposal, let’s clearly define the two notions of

composition pattern and social network that are used frequently:

Définition 3 [Composition pattern] A composition pattern is the repetitive

schema or a part of schema that describes a composition of services representing

the logic of a Mashup. In general, this schema is represented as a workflow of basic

services. Therefore, every part of that workflow represents a composition pattern.

It comes out from the definition that given a Mashup schema created by a

given user, one can deduce one or many composition patterns related to that user.

Actually, those composition patterns tell us about the behavior of that user, which

consequently allows us to answer the question: ”how does each user behave when

composing services?”. As described hereafter a pattern may take different forms

depending on how a composition schema is modeled. For instance, the pattern

could be either a simple sequence of two or many services.

To clarify the meaning of a social network in our approach, we propose the

following definition.

Définition 4 [Social network] A social network is a graph representation of all

interactions that occur between people and services in a composition environment.

In our context, this structure may be directly extracted or inferred (deduced)

from common interests between the users of the composition platform. In other

words, the social network we consider at this stage, may be either (i) explicitly

declared by users or (ii) an implicit structure inferred from the common interests of

users. We have compared these two variants and detailed each one in Section 3.5.1,

which results in a focus on the implicit case as sophisticated approach for modeling

interaction between end-users.

By construction, this social network includes a profile for each user containing

information that describes his/her special interests and preferences, and the history

of his/her interactions with the system (i.e., dynamic profiles). Typically, these

include statistics on services utilization (consumption and composition). This in-

formation enables us to learn about the expertise of a given person in a particular

area, and thus the relevance of services used by that person. The social network

includes as well the description of links that define the social graph itself. These

links are used to calculate the social proximity between two users according to a

particular context. This information allows us to calculate the service recommenda-

tion confidence between two individuals based on specific joint interests. To leverage
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this information, it is therefore very important to extract, analyze and model the

information contained in a social network.

Information regarding user interactions are used by the recommendation system

to support users during the creation of new Mashups. It dynamically suggests ser-

vices according to the current status of the services composition task, i.e., which

pattern (service or sequence of services) is likely to come after the currently intro-

duced one? Thus, it intervenes in the services selection process. This recommenda-

tion logic considers different parameters as the user’s position within his/her social

network, and usage information of services by the social neighbors.

More concretely, during the creation of a composed service through the SoCo

service creation environment, a user generally is undecided about the selection of

a service going to follow an already introduced Mashup part in the composition

diagram. In this situation, the recommendation system will propose a list of services

ranked on the basis of information provided from the social network analysis. Thus,

the relevance of a service recommendation is proportional to its usage history with

respect to the user’s social proximity. This means that the more a service is used

in this social network the more the recommendation becomes significant. Similarly,

when users are close in the social network to the current user, services they use

are more important to be recommended (according to the current need). Moreover,

when users who use certain services are experts, their choices are supposed to be

more relevant which implies better recommendations as well.

3.5.1 Social graph variants

In the context of a Web 2.0 environment, many types of social networks (meaning

social graph) is emerging taking different forms. Generally, the most common type

of social network is the explicitly dedicated social networking web sites like Facebook

or Twitter where the end-user solely and actively builds his/her relationships. In

this case, we talk about explicit social networks. Verily, end-users decide themselves

whether they are interested or not in connecting to other users, which leads to a

user-user explicit social graph. Moreover, users are able to declare their interests

in terms of shared content as well. In the particular case of service composition,

end users can declare their interest to a given service (which service they usually

like to use in a composition schema). We talk in this latter case about user-service

explicit social graph, from which we can perceive shared interest between users.

As explained in using collaborative filtering recommender approach, those shared

common interests actually represent potential hidden relationships that lead to what

we call an implicit social graph. We describes in [Maaradji 2010b] how this explicit

form of social network can be leveraged in a dynamic recommendation system.

By contrast to explicit user-service interactions, implicit user-service interactions

refers to users’ usage of services. In fact, users consume services as is (for instance

a calling service or geographic mapping service) or use it to compose other services.

This type of user-service activity actually represents user behavior regarding services

and it can therefore be considered as a set of implicit interactions. We believe that
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user-service interactions can be leveraged to unveil the non-explicit user-user hidden

relationships that we define as the implicit social network. The next section focuses

on describing the concept of implicit social graph.

3.6 Assumptions

We have seen in section 2, many tools are available for this operation. Besides,

we have already argued that the visual workflow concept (graphical workflow) is

one of the most relevant and appropriate tool to express the composition pattern

in order to satisfy the abstraction requirements. This workflow consists a set of

services connected together to express the logic of composition. Depending on how

services are connected, the graphical workflow could more or less have a complex

form. Basically, there are two forms that a graphical workflow may have.Firstly,

the sequence of services, also known as pipeline, is the simplest way to define a

composition logic. Secondly, a more complex form is possible particularly to express

parallel logic, or even conditional and loop logic.

However, given the current state of the art, we are considering only the sequences

of services as a possible composition pattern. We have already shown in Section

2 that, either in actual realizations [Erlewine , Shiaa 2008] or theoretical modeling

[Greenshpan 2009], a Mashup is often considered as a sequence (pipeline) of services.

This is not only due for the need of theoretical simplification but also because

end-users tend to describe a complex process as in sequence of simple processes

[Koop 2008]. More over a more complex composition could be represented more

easily by combining sequences fo services.

Given this facts, completing a Mashup becomes nothing but predicting remaining

parts of a given partial sequence introduced by the user. By “remaining part” here,

we mean a subsequence of services which when connected at the end of the partial

sequence introduced by the user will result in complete Mashup. In a summary,

we lay down assumptions that a Mashup (a composed service) is a linear sequence

of services (the composition pattern), and Mashup completion is suggesting the

forward remaining subsequence of a given subsequence.

3.7 Implicit social graph construction

An implicit social relation is inferred according to the activities of the different users,

e.g. when two users use the same composition pattern. In this case, we end-up with

a graph linking the users according to their interests defined by their composition

activities.

We firstly consider users −→ pattern interactions as a bipartite graph [Guillaume 2004].

This graph represents the usage rate users have on services they use. It should be

noticed here that the bipartite graph is solely based on the usage frequency of ser-

vices by the users in composition schemes and without taking into account services

succession in those schemes. Figure 3.2 illustrates a bipartite graph of services and
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users. The links represent how frequently a user ui uses a service pj in all the

compositions he created. We denote this usage frequency by f(ui, pj).

In order to interpret and leverage social interactions in a Mashup environment,

one needs to process the users→ patterns interactions into a social graph between

users. In fact, we have two sets of distinct inputs: users and services sets. There

may certainly exist several techniques for doing so (collaborative filtering method).

We describe in the following our approach which uses three levels of information

extracted from this representation: (i) local information, (ii) semi-global informa-

tion, and (iii) global information. These three levels are combined at the end to

fire recommendations. This process guarantees to take into account all the types of

interactions that could exists between users and services.

u1

u2

un

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

pm

Users Composition patterns

),( ji puf

Figure 3.2: Illustration of a bipartite graph between users and patterns

3.7.1 Local information

The local information considers only the interaction between a specific user and a

specific composition pattern. This means that we consider a user and a pattern

independently of the other users and services of the system. This information tells

us whether a specific user is confident (i.e., expertise indicator) using this pattern

among other patterns. The more a given user is confident about his usage of a given

pattern, the more the recommendation of this pattern matters.

To materialize this idea, we define this information in a quantity called Activity

defined in Equation 3.1 where M is the total of pattern a user exploited in his

different compositions.

Act(ui, pj) =
f(ui, pj)

∑M
k=1

f(ui, pk)
(3.1)
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3.7.2 Semi-global information

In this level of semi-global information, we consider the interest a user may have in

other users regarding a given pattern. Thus, for a given user ui we calculate how

much the service sj recommended by the user ul matters to him. This is called

Special Interest (SI) and is calculated using Equation 3.2.

SI(ui, ul, pj) =
f(ul, pj)

f(ui, pj)
(3.2)

This results into a strata of social graph, as shown in figure 3.3, where each

stratum represents a transition specific interest social graph.

u1

u2

u3

un

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the output after applying a semi-global information level

3.7.3 Global information

In order to have as precise transformation as possible that we can tune later, we add

another level of information in the transformation process. The global information

captures whether a couple of users have common general interest or not. At this

stage of our study, and for simplification reasons, we consider that the general

interest of a couple of users is equal to the sum of their specific interests, thus

building the implicit graph as illustrated in Equation 3.3.

IG(ui, ul) =
M
∑

k=1

SI(ui, ul, pk) (3.3)

The output of this step is a graph aggregating all the specific interests graphs

obtained previously as shown in Figure 3.4.
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u1

u2

u3

un

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the output after applying a semi-global information level

3.7.4 Graph reduction (Top-k links)

For optimization goal, and based on observations that each user may have few edges

that are much greater than the rest in the implicit graph, we decided to reduce those

corresponding edges following a Top-K strategy. The resulting graph is called the

Top-K implicit graph. This post-processing step cleans up the obtained outputs.

The recommendation strategy will be built on top of the outcome of this step.

In fact, we use a very simple variant of Fagin’s Top-k algorithm [Ilyas 2008].

The algorithm separately selects the highest weighted out-edges (top 5) for each

node. The Top-k implicit graph is obtained by aggregating the remaining edges.

We chose this approach to avoid dropping nodes from the graph and to guarantee

that each node (user) is not excluded from the recommendation system. However,

a threshold-based Top-k algorithm is more relevant to keep only significant edges

(interests) even if some nodes in the graph are lost [Leskovec 2007]. Nevertheless,

we believe that ultimately a more elaborated approach need to be designed in order

to avoid loosing the so coveted social network properties (small word, etc.). In

fact, [Ilyas 2008] shows that selective node dropping in a social graph could induce

loosing social network properties. From this point on onwards, each reference to

implicit graph (IG) refers to a Top-k implicit graph.

3.7.5 From user-transition interactions to implicit social graph:
Application on transition composition pattern

As we have introduced it before, several patterns of composition may exist, among

them, the transition between two services. Indeed, when we reduced the expression

of a composite service into an ordered sequence of many services, the basic element of

this sequence becomes the transition between two services (sequence of two services).

In the following, we applied the previous model to build the implicit graph in the

case of a simple transition to define the relationship between users, and then use it
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in a context of dynamic recommendation system.

Following the described model, we consider users→ Transition interactions as

a bipartite graph which represents the usage rate users have on transitions they use.

To transform the bipartite graph into a social graph for successor recommendation

we rely on the three main steps described before that we summarize in the following.

The local information considers only the interaction between a specific user and

a specific transition. This information tells us whether a specific user is confident

(i.e., expertise indicator) using this transition among others. The more a given user

is confident about his usage of a given transition, the more the recommendation of

this service matters. In this regard Activity in updated in Equation 3.4 where M is

the total number of services a user exploited in his different compositions.

Acttrans(ul, (sj → sk)) =
f(ul, (sj → sk))

∑M
g=1

∑M
h=1

f(ul, (sg → sh))
(3.4)

In this level of semi-global information, we consider the interest a user may have

in other users regarding a given transition. Thus, for a given user ui we calculate

how much the transition tj recommended by the user ul matters. This is defined

and shown in Equation 3.5.

SItrans(ui, ul, (sj → sk)) =
f(ul, (sj → sk))

f(ui, (sj → sk))
(3.5)

As defined in the general model, this phase is about integrating all the special

interest graphs within a single graph that expresses the overall interest between in-

dividuals. The aggregate function chosen here is a simple sum of individual interests

as illustrated in Equation 3.6. The output of this step is a graph aggregating all the

specific interests graphs obtained previously.

IGtrans(ui, ul) =
M
∑

g=1

M
∑

h=1

SIsucc(ui, ul, (sg → sh)) (3.6)

3.8 The Completion process

This section aims at presenting the completion process which is the visible part the

recommendation system from the end-user point of view. As we explained earlier,

the completion consists of retrieving the most likely termination of the currently

introduced composition pattern, and recommending the most relevant with respect

to user’s interest. To perform this recommendation, we need first to retrieve all

possible terminations of the given part of a pattern. In other terms, when a user

introduces a service or a sequence of services, the first step is to consider this input

as a request to figure out all possible completions, named here completion list (or

recommendation list). The second step is to sort this completion list according to

many parameters (including to the social proximity between users). At this regard

we define a global metric that we named the Recommendation Confidence.
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Let’s consider the completion operation is the step-by-step approach which de-

fine a transition of two services as the basic pattern of a composition. Computing

the completion becomes simply the completion (termination) of the last transition

(if possible). In other terms, we need to consider the last service introduced by the

user as the first part of a transition, and then retrieve the second part of the tran-

sition (constituted by both services) if it exists. Then, each selected transition (a

candidate termination) is sorted in the recommendation list based on its calculated

Recommendation Confidence metric.

3.8.1 Completion pattern Recommendation Confidence (RC)

Coming back to the general model, once the bipartite graph is transformed to a social

graph thanks to the three previously described steps, we proceed to recommendation

calculation to suggest a coming completion pattern according the completion list.

Thus, considering the intrinsic user’s usages frequency (local information), the spe-

cific interests between two users (semi-global information), and the implicit graph

which expresses the global interest between users, we define the recommendation

confidence of a given pattern pk with respect to a current pattern pj for the user ui
as follows:

RCimp(ui, pj , pk) =

N
∑

l=1

SI(ui, ul, pk)×Act(ul, pk)× IG(ui, ul) (3.7)

In the case where the composition pattern is simple such as simple transition,

we define the recommendation confidence of a given service sk to follow a current

service sj for the user ui as follows:

RCtrans(ui, sj , sk) =
N
∑

l=1

SItrans(ui, ul, (sj → sk))×Acttrans(ul, (sj → sk))×IGtrans(ui, ul)

(3.8)

3.8.2 Recommendation algorithm design

Algorithm 1 summarizes the recommendation process. Given a configuration (ui,

pj) where ui represents the current user and pj the introduced pattern, the algorithm

returns RecList, a sorted list of recommended patterns that are socially relevant to

complement pj for user ui. It should be noted that since the output of the algorithm

is a list and the selection follows a Top −K principle (K patterns), the values are

not necessarily inside the interval [0, 1] even if this could be easily integrated by, e.g.,

maintaining the maximum value of the recommendation to normalize the output.

3.8.3 Basic enhancements

In recommender systems, the problem of new users or items (here services) continues

to generate a significant research output and contributions [Adomavicius 2005].
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Algorithm 1 The Recommendation algorithm for semi-automatic services compo-

sition
input ui ∈ U , sj ∈ S

for each sk where servi → servk exists do

RCK = 0

for each ul, where ul is neighbor of ui in a specific graph of sk do

RCK = RCK +Act(uk, sk)× SI(ui, uk, sk)× IG(uk, sk)

Add (sk,RCk) in RecList
Sort RecList in descending order of RCk

output RecList = {(sk, RCK)}

In fact, various and diverse methods have been proposed to overcome the lack of

knowledge about newcomers into the system. Those methods are mainly based on

users or services popularity in the system (community-oriented approach mentioned

in section 2.5.2.3) or diversification methods. In our system, it is quite possible

to incorporate such methods. However, a difference should be notied between a

newcomer user and newcomer service.

3.8.3.1 Combination of social and community approaches for newcomer

users

By definition, a newcomer user has not previously used any service and therefore the

system has no usable traces. In this case, it is possible to rely on current practices

in the community (all other users) to recommend a composition behavior to this

newcomer user in order to facilitate him interaction with the system, hence allowing

the collection of a maximum of interactions to build this user implicit social graph.

More concretely, to calculate the recommendation confidence of a candidate service

to this specific user, it is possible to use a weighted balance between the quantity

defined (Form RC), and popular services in the community:

RC(ui, sj , sk) = αRCimp(ui, sj , sk) + βPopularity(sj , sk) (3.9)

Where Popularity(sj , sk) refers to how many times sk follows sj over all existing

succesions.

The weighting parameters (α, β) gradually evolve from (0,1) to (1,0) to as the

amount of knowledge on a user increases. Moreover, the concept of "a posteriori

interest" complements the previous approach in addressing newcomers issue. In

fact, this concept allows the establishment of a temporary link between a given user

and a service candidate that was never used by that user. This is a practical way

to open up the system to new users. At the last resort for our system, the explicit

user self-declared graph can also boost his starting phase in the system.
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3.8.4 Service Post-interest for new comer services

Newly introduced services in the platform are never going to be recommended by

the system under its basic implementation. In other words, if a service has never

been used before by any user, it will never be recommended. This represents a ma-

jor issue for the recommendation strategy. Diversification methods are the primary

solution for this issue: They aim at making such services “visible” in the system. A

random selection among this population could be sufficient. In the service composi-

tion context, we are proposing to use non-functional properties of services to select

candidates for diversification. In a more detailed description, it is possible to match

potential service successions from interfaces description of each newcomer service

(e.g., input/output description). This will identify the new services as potential

candidates for diversified recommendation.

Furthermore, By construction, our recommendation system based on modeling

of social graphs could enhance diversification approach [Yu 2009a]. Indeed, as men-

tioned before, the purpose of diversification is to make visible the new introduced

services in the system.

One way of realizing the diversification is to recommend the newly introduced

services primarily for key individuals in the social graph. Because these users have

an important influence in the graph, the recommendation of new services to them

will make these services more visible as illustrated in what follows:

• The properties of the social graph allow the identification of the key users (also

called key players) in the social network

• Recommending the new services to those key players will result in having these

services overweighted in the recommendation system

Furthermore, the recommendation of the new services to these key players has an-

other benefit. Because key users are also identified by the system as experts re-

garding a set of services, recommending newly introduced services to them will help

improve the quality of services. They implicitly play the role of good trusted filters

of the system.

These proposed approaches provide some hints of solutions to the newcomers

issue. However, it is necessary to experiment how efficient these methods are. Def-

initely, the problems of newcomers service and users both combined represent the

startup problem of a recommender system, also called cold start or bootstrap prob-

lem. We can not predict whether the proposed approaches will be sufficient to over-

come this critical phase of a recommendation system but we believe that practical

experimentations are the appropriate way to properly evaluate these approaches.

3.9 Step-by-step approach evaluation

In this section, we propose to evaluate the performance and the behavior of the

algorithm through the observation of different parameters and variation of different
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variables through the step-by-step approach implementation. In fact, before going

beyond, we needed to have a deep understanding of how this algorithm may behave

regarding different tuning parameters.

3.9.1 Dataset generation

For evaluation purpose, we have generated many datasets representing users usages

for services. Datasets were generated randomly following two statistical distributions

namely the uniform and power-law distributions.

3.9.2 Experimentation protocol

To implement the proposed algorithm, we have used the SoCo framework introduced

in [Maaradji 2010a]. This framework provides a graphical environment for the user

to create Mashups. It includes the recommendation algorithm to provide dynamic

suggestion to users. Figure 3.5 shows a screenshot of the SoCo framework. On the

left side, SoCo displays the list of basic services below the reduced list fo suggested

services (recommendation list).

Figure 3.5: A SoCo screenshot of services suggestion after selecting a service

Based on a Web client/server architecture, SoCo captures user-service interac-

tions on the client side; information that is stored and then modeled to supply the

recommendation system (algorithm) on the server side. During the editing process,

the user receives dynamic recommendations computed by the algorithm. For imple-

mentations needs, we used the PHP programming language, MySQL and Apache

server (Intel Core 2 Duo P8600 machine with 2.4GHz and 2GB RAM).

We have considered in our evaluations, as a first step, the response time (i.e.,

recommendation time for a successor of a service) as the main performance indicator.

More explicitly, we measure the duration it takes to the algorithm to respond to a

query for a given configuration. It is naturally suitable that the algorithm answers
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quickly to queries to ensure the system’s interactivity with the user. To perform

this measurement, the following parameters are used in this simulation:

• The size of Mashups represented by the number of services that make up those

Mashups;

• The overall number of services |S| or Mashups |M | stored in the system. The

number of Mashups is generally proportionally larger from 1 to 3 times to the

number of services according to observations collected on ProgrammableWeb1

(|M | = 3× |S|);

• The number of users in the system |U |.

Another parameter that may impact performances is the of the recommendation

list. This parameter is not considered in our case. In fact, the proposed algorithm

doesn’t consider this information since it calculates the recommendation confidence

for all potential successors to the current service. Given the three performance

parameter defined above, we conducted three experiments. For each experiment, we

fixed two parameters and we varied the last one. Due to the lack of benchmarks,

the data sets used in these experiments were generated randomly. More concretely,

services that compose a Mashup are independently and uniformly selected. A less

important parameter representing the creation of a Mashup by a user is also a

randomly generated relation. We run each experiment 25 times: 5 times for 5

randomly generated couple of (ui: current user, sj: current service), and each point

in the curves shows the average.

3.9.3 Evaluation

3.9.3.1 Users directory size

As a third experiment, we evaluated the impact of the number of users on the

algorithm’s performances. Indeed, we set (i) a number of services |S| = 104 (the

number of Mashups |M | = 30×103), (ii) the size of Mashups is uniformly distributed

between 2 and 5, and we vary the number of users |U |. Figure 3.6 shows the obtained

results where the algorithm response time remains stable even if the number of users

increases to up to |U | = 105.

3.9.3.2 Services directory size

As a second experiment, we vary the number of services |S| in the system. Thus,

we fix the number of users set to |U | = 104 and the size of Mashup uniformly

distributed between 2 and 5. Varying the number of services has an impact on the

number of Mashups. Figure 3.7 illustrates the obtained results. We can notice that

the algorithm’s response time is not exponential, but could be approximated by a

linear regression.

1http://www.programmableweb.com
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Figure 3.6: Impact of the number of users on the the performances of the algorithm

Figure 3.7: Impact of the number of services on the performances of the algorithm

3.9.3.3 Mashup size

To measure the impact of the Mashups size on the performances of the algorithm,

we have started by fixing the number of users |U | = 15 × 102 and the number of

services |S| = 1740. We played with the variation of the size of Mashups (in terms

of services composing each Mashup) from 2 to 7 services. Figure 3.8 shows the

impact of the Mashups size on the behavior of the algorithm. Generally, the size

of a Mashup has a tangible impact on the algorithm which is materialized by the

response times for recommending a service. We can notice also that the response

time of the algorithm increases linearly with respect to the increasing size of the

Mashup (even if the takeoff of the curve is dry).

Other simulations were performed with more realistic statistical distributions

that has impacted the behavior of the algorithm. Indeed, as pointed out previ-

ously, several studies [Yu 2009b] have shown that the popularity of services used

for Mashup creation follows a long-tail distribution meaning that some services are

much more frequently used than others. For example, mapping services are the

most used for Mashups. As a social network, the graph representing the links be-

tween users, is characterized by its special features such as small-world property,
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Figure 3.8: Mashup size impact on algorithm execution time

nodes’ degree distribution following a power-law distribution. These features could

then be leveraged for better evaluating the system. Concretely, we have generated

datasets following a long-tail distribution (Zipf’s law) that have been used as input

of the recommendation algorithm. The results show that algorithm response time

has decreased compared to the response time for uniformly distributed datasets (see

Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: The long-tail distribution impact on algorithm performance

3.10 Synthesis

3.10.1 Results interpretation and Learned lessons

Overall, these results are interesting and show that this algorithm is suitable for an

interactive application. However, they show that the response time of the algorithm

is particularly sensitive to the size of Mashups which is, according to related studies

and our observations on ProgrammableWeb, distributed between 2 and 5 (rather

close to 2). From a more general perspective, we believe that there is still room for

improvement by optimizing the recommendation strategy.
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Even if one could consider step-by-step completion as interesting in that it pro-

vided ongoing assistance to the user, the fact remains that it could be improved.

Considering the analogy between Mashup completion and word completion (as in

a Web search engine). Completing a Mashup step by step would by analogy for

word completion be the suggestion at each step the following letter for the part

of word already introduced by the user. This is obviously onerous and heavy for

word completion and is also for Mashup completion. The natural solution would

be to suggest the entire completion for the part of a word introduced but the user,

in the case of word completion. Similarly, it would be more useful for the user to

receive suggestions that are full completions of the partially introduced Mashup.

The advantage of this method is to further accelerate the process of composition.



Chapter 4

Full Mashup Completion Based on

Frequent Sequence Mining

4.1 Introduction

Since creating Mashups is now an emerging trend, as discussed in Chapter 2, semi-

automatic Mashup composition will assist in developing Mashups in a faster and

user-tailored manner. In fact, different types of interactions occurring between en-

tities are involved in a Mashup’s creation. By learning from a sequence of services

that are integrated progressively, one can proceed to recommend services that com-

plete a Mashup. Typically two categories are distinguished: (i) single completion, in

which a list of potential services is suggested to the user on the basis of the currently

selected service [Goethals 2003] and described in the previous Chapter, and (ii) full

completion, in which the whole composition (or a part of it) is recommended to the

user [Greenshpan 2009]. This Chapter focuses on an approach to full Mashup com-

pletion and aims at predicting and recommending the most interesting combination

of services that should follow a current service creation flow. The problem we are

tackling here could be summarized as follows: Given a user creating a Mashup within

a Mashup creation platform, how can the platform suggest the finished Mashup that

best meets his/her intentions, within a reasonable amount of time? The goal of the

proposed approach is to improve Mashup creation time and quality while addressing

the following constraints:

1. terminating condition: In recommending a full completion, there is no specific

boundary to completions size due to the fact that the number of required ser-

vices to complete the Mashup is not known a-priori. Therefore, recommenda-

tion of services involves an unknown parameter that increases the complexity

in Mashups full completion.

2. scalability: since the number of potential candidates to a full completion is

combinatory larger than the number of candidate services to a transition com-

pletion (see Section 3.7.5). This directly impacts the system’s scalability for

proposing solutions.

3. recommendation detail level: Given the enormous variety of different services

and resources that are at the disposition of a recommender system for meeting

the end user’s intent and to consider his social environment.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the front-end of SoCo, the tool integrating our proposal

This work addresses the aforementioned constraints by identifying frequent Mashup

combinations and capturing users’ social interactions over them. This approach is

used for predicting and suggesting the next services that will complete an initiated

Mashup by exploiting both co-occurrence frequencies and social interactions on ear-

lier composed services. In this regard, we propose to follow the enumerated steps

that meet one-by-one the previously mentioned problems:

1. modeling the problem of full completion as a frequent sequence mining prob-

lem. Simply use existing frequent sequence mining techniques as basic solu-

tion.

2. addressing the scalability issues related to the existing frequent sequence min-

ing algorithms. This is performed via the introduction of a new frequent se-

quence mining algorithm, called FESMA. FESMA offers a high performances

in terms of computation time outperforming the existing algorithms in our

context.

3. more precise and personalized full completions. This is achieved through the

introduction of a social dimension in the process. The social dimension is

essential to this work. In fact, in Web 2.0, people can create, use, and share

services. We assume that Mashup environments reflect the social behaviors

of users and thus, social structures can be extracted from the interactions

between users and services (and between users). These interactions can be

analyzed and injected as a social information into the process of full completion

for services discovery and composition.

The proposed approach has been implemented and evaluated in the framework

developed at Bell labs. Figure 4.1 show the interfaces corresponding to the Mashup

full completion feature with three dynamic full completion suggestions.
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4.2 Data model

Basically, the idea of full Mashup completion is to predict the remaining part of a

Mashup during its creation by a user, based on the current introduced initial part.

Figure 4.2 illustrates three Mashups created by different users in which different

services are combined together to achieve specific goals. It can easily be observed

that there is a recurring configuration of services that appear together in the different

compositions. We illustrate one of them represented by the chain: w3 → w4 → w5.

Since this configuration is repeated, it would be interesting to suggest it whenever

similar composition schemes are started.

Figure 4.2: Example of services co-

occurrences in different compositions

Figure 4.3: Illustration of full com-

pletion applied to the example of Fig-

ure 4.2

Intuitively, a services composition is based on the combination of different ser-

vices together where the output of a service wi is the input of service wi+1 (or a part

of it) immediately following wi. This results in different chains of services produc-

ing different patterns. Thus, Mashups (and services compositions in general) can

be considered as sequences of services 1. Let W = {w1, ..., wn} be a set of n items

(|W | = n) that we explicitly call Web services from now on. Let S = {s1, ..., sm} be

a set of m sequences (|S| = m). A sequence, representing a Mashup in our case, is

defined as an ordered set of services denoted by si(w1 → w2 → ...→ wk) where wi

(i = 1, ..., k) represents the ith Web service.

For each sequence we associate: (i) the length k, denoted len(si), of the sequence

defining the number of succession of services included in the sequence (i.e., with rep-

etition) (ii) a set pref(si) representing the set of prefixes of a sequence si. As com-

monly used for strings, a prefix represents a subsequence having as a first service the

first service of si with a length less than len(si). As an example, let’s consider the se-

quence si(w1 → w2 → w3) then pref(si) = {(w1), (w1 → w2)}. Finally, we associate

a set suf(si) representing the set of suffixes of a sequence si which represents all the

subsequences having as a last service that of si. As an example, let’s consider the

sequence si(w1 → w2 → w3) then suf(si) = {(w3), (w2 → w3), (w1 → w2 → w3)}.

Note that we didn’t consider the longest sequence in this example for simplicity

matters.

1This should not be confused with the composition patterns that include sequence operations,

parallel operations, etc. but rather the way services are modeled at a logical level.
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4.3 Frequent sequence mining for full completion

Coming back to the problem of services full completion, the basic idea is to identify

and count recurrent subsequences in compositions that have been previously cre-

ated by users within the system. Those frequent sequences represent actually, on

one hand, the composition behaviors of each individual, and, on the other hand,

the common habits and behaviors shared implicitly between groups of users. The

problem then is reduced to finding frequent subsequences having the same prefix as

the query sequence of a certain length k ∈ {1, ...,max(k)}.

The natural approach is to investigate the state of the art of frequent pattern

mining algorithms, and select one of them that is adapted to the Mashup full

completion context. In this regards, we briefly review in the following related work

to full Mashup completion and frequent pattern mining algorithm.

4.3.1 Frequent sequence mining applications

Mashup full completion is an emerging field that seeks to complete a composition

of services supplied by the user. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study

that addresses directly this issue (except [Greenshpan 2009]). Therefore, the prob-

lem has been compared to similar work in other areas leading to studies in many

fields: words and phrases full completion, DNA sequence prediction, travel itinerary

recommendation, and others dealing with sequence mining [Dong 2007].

The most frequent case in full completion occurs in the context of search engines

where full completion of words displays strings that are the most relevant to complete

the introduced prefix (typed words or letters). Classical approaches, such as suffix

trees [McCreight 1976], could not be used directly in our case. In fact, in words full

completion, only whole words are considered in the training phase without taking

into account sub-strings within those words. However, ideas coming from this field

were a source of inspiration for different proposals. Typically, [Chaudhuri 2009] has

shown fault-tolerant full completion considering variants of the introduced prefix, a

feature targeted as a future direction to our work. Another similar topic is predicting

user actions based on user logs and preferences. For instance, [Davison 1998] predicts

UNIX commands that a user may enter based on previously entered sequences. As

mentioned before, full completion is based on frequent pattern mining.

In the area of frequent sequence mining, many algorithms , issued from the area

of frequent item sets mining, have been proposed like Apriori [Agrawal 1993] and

Eclat [Zaki 2000]. However, the most known algorithm for frequent sequence mining

is SPADE [Zaki 2001]. SPADE has been defined for the particular case of frequent

sequent mining. Similar to Eclat, SPADE uses a vertical representation of a sequence

database with simple joins (intersection). Furthermore, it uses a lattice-theoretic

approach to decompose the original search space in order to be processed separately

in the main memory. SPADE algorithm scans the database only 3 times, leading it

to outperform some sequence mining algorithms as AprioriAll [Agrawal 1995] and

GSP [Srikant 1996]. However, authors in [P. 2001] have argued that the prefixspan
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proposed algorithm is mostly faster than the SPADE algorithm. Finally, Bodon in

[B. 2005] has shown that their APRIORI implementation (named here ArioriSeq)

always outperformed (time and memory usage) prefixspan [P. 2001] with high sup-

port thresholds and also with low thresholds on databases with long transactions.

In order to choose the appropriate algorithm, the previous section has shown that

no algorithm had shown significantly better performances than the others [Goethals 2003].

Actually, frequent pattern algorithm performance are heavily tied to the nature of

the dataset that has been used to measure it. Each algorithm has shown better or

worse performance depending on the dataset density and distribution.

In our context, scalability was given the first priority since we need to process

completion queries in real time and return better personalized completion sugges-

tions. This latter (personalized completion) require fine grained suggestion that

negatively impact existing algorithms performance. We propose then a new algo-

rithm for frequent sequence mining to tackle at a first stage, the scalability problem.

4.4 Fast and efficient sequence mining algorithm FESMA

The algorithm we propose is called FESMA for Fast and Efficient Sequence Mining

Algorithm. Just like the FP-growth algorithm [Han 2000], FESMA doesn’t generate

any candidates and uses a compact prefix tree representation to store all sequences

(i.e., sub-Mashups) that exist within the transactions database (i.e., all created

Mashups). By contrast to other sequence mining algorithms, FESMA scans the

database only once. During this scan, and for each transaction, all sequences are

added to the tree representation by updating the support associated with each se-

quence and the user’s specific supports. We named that tree FSTree for frequent

sequences tree.

4.4.1 Algorithm design

4.4.2 Algorithm complexity analysis

From the FESMA algorithm definition, we can see that one needs exactly one scan

of the database to parse existing Mashups (i.e., transactions). The cost of parsing

the database is O(m), where m is the size of the database. In order to update the

sequence tree FSTree with subsequences, each transaction is parsed once. The cost

of inserting a sequence in the tree depends on the sequence length (depth of the

tree). In the worst case, this operation costs O(K2) with K corresponding to the

size of the longest sequence. In summary, the overall complexity of the algorithm

in the worst case is O(m×K2).

4.4.3 Some illustrations

In order to illustrate the algorithm, let’s consider the simple example of Table 4.1

which shows three Mashups and their associated users as input.
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Algorithm 2 Fast and Efficient Sequence Mining Algorithm (FESMA)

1: S = {sj , j = 1, ...,m} {list of sequences}

2: for j = 1 to m do

3: {scan all Mashups}

sj := GetSequence(j)

4: for k = 1 to len(sj) do

5: {parse all subsequences of sj}

SSeq := subsequence(sj , k)

6: if SSeq ∈ FStree then

7: Update the corresponding branch by incrementing nodes support in

FSTree

8: else

9: Create a branch and set its node support to 1

{update the FSTree prefix tree}

10: Update users supports

11: Return FStree

Table 4.1: illustration of Mashups database
ID, user Transactions

Mashup1, user ‘a’ w1 → w2 → w3 → w4 → w5 → w6

Mashup2, user ‘b’ w3 → w4 → w5 → w6 → w2

Mashup3, user ‘a’ w9 → w3 → w4 → w5 → w1

As the algorithm visits every Mashup in the database, the FSTree is updated

to keep a current count of all the subsequences encountered, as follows: for every

possible suffix of the current Mashup, a path corresponding to that suffix is followed

through the FSTree incrementing the value of existing nodes that are visited, and

creating new nodes if necessary (with a value of 1) to finish the path. For instance,

let’s consider Mashup1 of user ‘a’ which generates the following subsequences:

(w1), (w1 → w2), (w1 → w2 → w3), (w1 → w2 → w3 → w4), (w1 → w2 → w3 →

w4 → w5), (w1 → w2 → w3 → w4 → w5 → w6), (w2), (w2 → w3), (w2 → w3 →

w4), (w2 → w3 → w4 → w5), (w2 → w3 → w4 → w5 → w6), (w3), (w3 → w4), (w3 →

w4 → w5), (w3 → w4 → w5 → w6), (w4), (w4 → w5), (w4 → w5 → w6), (w5), (w5 →

w6), (w6). When updating the FSTree with (w3 → w4 → w5 → w6), this will

actually update the tree with (w3), (w3 → w4), (w3 → w4 → w5), (w3 → w4 →

w5 → w6). This process is repeated on the whole sequences (all Mashups). The tree

illustrated in Figure 4.4 is provided as an output.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the output tree after the execution of FESMA on the

example of Table 4.1

4.5 From community to social fine grained full comple-

tion

At this stage, we have succeeded in adapting the frequent sequence computation

and making it more efficient via a faster computation and limited database scans.

In this section, we focus on the use of the generated representation and the com-

puted sequences. Intuitively, when processing the set of sequences using FESMA or

any other frequent sequence mining algorithm, the only information we have is the

frequencies of subsequences, providing a strictly global perspective for possible com-

pletion strategies. In other words, since the co-occurrences are computed according

to their appearances over all existing sequences, this process considers only the ag-

gregation of the behavior of all existing users regarding the most popular sequences.

Thus, any assistance can only operate at a high level of granularity, i.e., community

or global, equally valid for one user as for another, yet customized for neither.

In the following, we describe an enhanced community-based strategy for rank-

ing the completion lists which improves on this global perspective of the direct

application of frequent sequence mining algorithms to the full completion problem.

Afterwards, we introduce and motivate a fine grained strategy based on social net-

works implicitly extracted from the analysis of interactions between the entities of

the system.

4.5.1 Community-based recommendation

This functionality can be achieved by using any frequent sequence mining algorithm.

At this stage, it is necessary to keep in mind that we are aiming at offering support
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for end-users (e.g., under the form of recommendations) to easily build her Mashup.

Applying the aforementioned algorithms produces a set of subsequences with their

frequencies as defined in Equation 4.1:

S′ =
{

(s′i, freq(s
′

i))/s
′

i = (w1 → ...wl) ∧ l ≤ Argmax(len(si))
}

(4.1)

Where freq(s′i) is the frequency of subsequence s
′

i in the initial set of sequence S,

and Argmax(len(si)) is the length of the longest sequence in the initial set playing

the role of highest limit, i.e., it is obviously not possible to find subsequences longer

than the longest sequence in the initial sequence set. Depending on the algorithm

used, this output could be represented and indexed as a tree. A query sequence sq
is sent to the system in the form of a service or a sequence of services (i.e., built

from an initial successive combination of services). The system selects candidate

sequences from S′, where the prefix of the candidate subsequence is a suffix of the

query sequence. All selected subsequences represent potentially interesting answers

for completing sq. At this stage, according to a predefined strategy, the recovered

sequences are ranked by their relevance and only the top−k sequences are proposed

to the user. Algorithm 3 provides an abstract description of the completion process.

Algorithm 3 Completion abstract algorithm

1: sq: {the query sequence}

S: {the set of existing Mashups}

2: S′ = FSM(S) {mine frequent sequences}

3: for all each sq′i ∈ suf(sq){all suffixes of the query} do

4: TempList = Select s′i from S′ where sq′i is prefix of s
′

i

5: RecList⇐ RecList ∪ TempList

{building the recommendation list}

6: Rank RecList

7: Return top− k elements of RecList

Basically, the full completion algorithm cost (complexity) depends on the length

of the query sequence |sq|. In fact, for each suffix of the query sequence, the algorithm

retrieves completions from the frequent subsequences list. This makes the use of

traditional frequent sequence mining algorithm unsuitable in this context2. Our

alternative approach uses the FSTree representation which can be traversed with

more efficient computation and access times. Once the branch of the query sequence

suffix is retrieved, one needs just to browse that branch to access the most frequent

sequences (with additional “meta-data” if it exists).

4.5.2 Social networks based recommendation

Based on the limitations of the community based approach, we propose to integrate

a social dimension to the previous solution in order to leverage Social Networks

2The execution times of existing algorithms are discussed in the evaluation section.
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Analysis (SNA). This is motivated by the need for deeper exploitation of the huge

amount of information generated by users interactions in the Web 2.0 paradigm. We

believe that this will lead to a fine grained, more precise and personalized support

for users. Introducing this dimension incorporates the interesting observation that

a user is more interested in the recommendations that come from members of his

social networks (family, friends, colleagues, etc.) or from people with whom he

shares common interests. Our full completion strategy takes into account users’

specificities that are reflected in their different service composition behaviors. We

consider interactions that involve end-users as social interactions, and part of the

social dimension. The remaining type of interactions, i.e., those between services,

is considered as a structural support for the approach since such information is

necessary to, e.g., ensure that the input of service wi+1 is compatible with the

output of service wi.

4.5.2.1 Augmented FESMA

The frequent sequence mining algorithms, and even FESMA, do not consider a very

fine level of granularity since (i) they mainly operate at a global level and (ii) they

reason about one type of entities, i.e., services. Thus, they need to be adapted not

only to keep track of social information but also to support the high number of

possible combinations due to the introduction of the user in the process. A social

network in this context is then defined as an abstraction of interactions that occur

between people and services in Web services environments, capturing the behavior

of social entities in the form of a social graph. This structure may be inferred or

extracted directly from common interests between the users of the composition plat-

form. The principle is based on the transformation of user → services interactions

to a user → users social network on top of which statistical processes are applied

to, e.g., fire recommendations for assisting the user in constructing the Mashup. Im-

pacts and interests of the social dimension have been introduced in [Maaradji 2010b]

and were heavily discussed. Since the objective here is to show how this dimension

is leveraged for building sophisticated full completion strategies, we don’t detail this

aspect further in this section of the document.

With this new constraint, the method has to enumerate and count not only

the support for each subsequences (i.e., number of occurrences), but the specific

sequence support for each user. In other words, each node is related to the users

who have used the subsequence it represents. This information is associated in the

form of an array capturing: user ui has used subsequences sj , l times. In order to

reduce the construction cost, this information is updated while building the tree.

The result is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Thus, Equation 4.1 needs to be revisited to

incorporate this level of granularity, as in Equation 4.2:

S′ =
{

(s′i, uj , freq(s
′

i, uj))/s
′

k ∈ S′ ∧ uj ∈ U
}

(4.2)

In terms of algorithm complexity, adding the users’ specific sequence occurrence

within the FESMA sequence mining algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 3, impacts not im-
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Figure 4.5: FSTree after the addition of the users information

pacts not only the algorithm computation resources but also the memory space

occupied.

4.5.2.2 From services sequences to social completion

In order to consider that social dimension, we propose in the following an efficient

strategy for a social-based full completion approach based on the construction of an

implicit social graph between users. We consider the resulting graph as social since

it captures the behavior of users regarding services composition and their potential

common interests.

Besides the users→ (single services) relationship, we consider users→ sequences

interactions as a bipartite graph [Guillaume 2004] that represents how frequently

users include sequences in composition schemes. Figure 4.6 illustrates a bipartite

graph of sequences and users. The links represent the usage frequency denoted by

f(ui, sj), which a user ui has of a sequences sj in all the compositions he created.

To transform the bipartite graph into a social graph to help rank recommenda-

tions we rely on three main steps: (i) local information extraction, (ii) semi-global

information extraction, and (iii) global information extraction.

Local information extraction The local information considers only the inter-

action between a specific user and a specific sequence. This information tells us

whether a specific user is confident (i.e., expertise indicator) using this sequence

among other sequences. To materialize this idea, we define this information in a
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of a bipartite graph between users and services

quantity called Activity defined in Equation 4.3 where M is the total number of

sequences a user ui exploited in her different compositions.

Act(ui, sj) =
f(ui, sj)

∑M
k=1

f(ui, sk)
(4.3)

Semi-global information extraction At the level of semi-global information,

we consider the interest a user may have in other users regarding a given sequence.

Thus, for a given user ui we calculate how much the sequence sj recommended by

the user ul matters to her. This is called Special Interest (SI) and is calculated using

Equation 4.4.

SI(ui, ul, sj) =
f(ul, sj)

f(ui, sj)
(4.4)

Global Information extraction In order to have as precise transformation as

possible with less data loss, we add another level of information in the transformation

process. The global information captures whether a couple of users have common

general interests or not. At this stage of our study, and for simplification reasons,

we consider that the general interest of a couple of users is equal to the sum of their

specific interests, thus building the implicit graph as illustrated in Equation 4.5.

The output of this step is a users’ social graph aggregating all the specific interests

graph obtained previously.

IG(ui, ul) =

M
∑

k=1

SI(ui, ul, sk) (4.5)
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Services recommendation strategy Once the bipartite graph is transformed

to a social graph thanks to the three previously described steps, we proceed to

recommendation calculation to suggest a coming sequence according to a selected

query sequence. Thus, considering the intrinsic user’s usages frequency (local in-

formation), the specific interest between two users (semi-global information), and

the implicit graph (global interest between users), we define RC of a given pre-

fix freqseq according to the introduced sequence sq for the user ui as follows (see

Equation 4.6):

RC(ui, sq, freqseq) =

N
∑

l=1

SI(ui, ul, freqseq)

×Act(ul, freqseq)

× IG(ui, ul)

(4.6)

The recommendation confidence is the metric that indicates how a completion is

important to the user. Concretely, when the user ui is creating a new composition of

services, and has entered sq as prefix for Mashup full completion, a ranked list of rec-

ommended Mashup completions is proposed in decreasing order of recommendation

confidence RC.

4.6 Implementation and evaluation

In this section, we discuss the performed evaluations on the method to validate our

proposal. We have performed mainly two kinds of evaluation: (i) a comparison

evaluation in which we compare the performances of our approach to four existing

frequent sequence mining algorithms, and (ii) an evaluation of particular properties

of FESMA to measure the overhead generated by the consideration of the social

dimension.

4.6.1 Experimentation protocol

The choice of the dataset is important to measure the performance of the pro-

posed approach. Evidently, being a succession of services, Mashups have their own

statistic properties, e.g., their distribution and their length (according to analy-

sis of available data on ProgrammableWeb [Yu 2009b]). Thus, the dataset which

can be used need to respect the behavior of real world observations. On the other

hand, another important aspect, especially when comparing to other methods, is

to select datasets which are supported by existing approaches. We have decided to

use the synthetic data generator from “IBM quest data generator ”. For instance,

IBM-Artificial dataset T10k − L5 contains 105 transactions (defining Mashups in

our case) and the average sequence length is equal to 5.

Generally speaking, the main performance criteria used to evaluate this kind of

methods are: (i) the execution time and (ii) the memory space required by each
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algorithm to find frequent sequences in a dataset. It should be noted that in the

case of FESMA, this time includes reading the dataset from an input file and writing

results to an output file (costly operations in terms of time). FESMA is implemented

using a standard C++ library. Finally, all the test are performed on an Intel Core

2 Duo T9600 With 2.8GHz of processor and 3GB of RAM.

Table 4.2: List of datasets used to evaluate the performances of FESMA
Dataset Number of Transactions

name transaction average length

T100k-L2.5 105 2.5

T200k-L2.5 2× 105 2.5

T500k-L2.5 5× 105 2.5

T1000k-L2.5 106 2.5

T100k-L5 105 5

T200k-L5 2× 105 5

T500k-L5 5× 105 5

T1000k-L5 106 5

T100k-L10 105 10

T200k-L10 2× 105 10

T500k-L10 5× 105 10

4.6.2 FESMA Vs AprioriSeq

In order to compare FESMA to state-of-the-art frequent sequence mining algo-

rithms, we run it over a bunch of datasets. Table 4.2 shows a list of datasets used to

evaluate the proposal with a comparison to existing algorithms. We illustrate the

comparison results between FESMA and Aprioriseq [B. 2005] on 3 different datasets

represented in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 respectively. We could not reproduce the

experiments using other algorithms due to some compilation problems of the code

available on different Web sites. We could not even reproduce the obtained results

published the literature, even with the use of the same datasets. The hardware

configuration not being the same, we believe the comparison would be inaccurate

and unfair.

Regarding the obtained results, it appears that there is a clear gap between

the results obtained by AprioriSeq and FESMA with a better performances for

FESMA on all the configurations of the support (i.e., x-axis). We believe that

with these results, even other algorithms will be outperformed. Another interesting

observation regarding FESMA is its ability to manage large datasets formed by very

short frequent sequences that generally pose a problem to existing methods. Finally,

it can be easily observed that FESMA is stable after considering a minimum support

of 2 services. This means that the support doesn’t influence the performances of

the method too much contrary to other existing methods.
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Figure 4.7: FESMA vs Apriori runtime over support (loglog scale) on T100kL2.5

dataset.

Figure 4.8: FESMA vs Apriori runtime over support (loglog scale) on T200kL2.5

dataset.

4.6.3 FESMA performances

Once this information checked, and since we could not use larger datasets with the

implementation of the AprioriSeq that we have, we wanted to check the scalabil-

ity of the proposed approach. We have considered the same datasets described in

Table 4.2. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.10. Considering the size of the

datasets and the minimum support, the results are satisfactory since the maximum

time needed to build the tree with 106 rows is about 90 seconds. Note also the

behavior of the algorithm which reproduces exactly the same stability for all the

situations like the one observed before.
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Figure 4.9: FESMA vs Apriori runtime over support (loglog scale) on T100kL5

dataset.

4.6.4 Social overhead

As a second experiment, we wanted to measure the overhead generated by the inte-

gration of the social dimension within FESMA. To evaluate this, we have modified

an initial dataset, i.e., T1014D100K, by associating to each sequence a user iden-

tifier who is supposed to be the creator of such sequence (i.e., Mashup). We have

generated a User ←→ Mashups association satisfying the most important prop-

erty of social networks, i.e. the long tail of the activity distribution. This property

argues that some users (Web-users) are much more active than others in terms of

generated content (Mashups). Figure 4.11 illustrates the obtained results.

The results clearly show that the algorithm’s runtime responses keep the same

behavior with an average of 25% of overhead for social dimension which is reasanable

regarding the personalizarion and social added-value features provided to users. In

the same time, even with the overhead generated by the social dimension, the results

are more interesting than all the existing algorithms without the consideration of

the social dimension.

4.6.5 Completion runtime

At this stage we wanted to measure the response time of the completion strategy. In-

deed, the completion strategy needs to satisfy interactive application requirements

since it’s supposed to provide real-time and dynamic recommendations and sug-

gestions to users who are creating (editing) Mashups. As mentioned before, the

completion algorithm uses the prefix frequent sequence tree generated by FESMA

in order to retrieve the remaining piece of a sequence introduced by the user.

To perform this evaluation, we construct on the previous dataset and FSTree

and associate for each frequent sequence its users. Then, we consider different initial

queries by different users (randomly selected from the database) while varying the

size of each query sequence from 1 to 10, i.e. len(sq) ∈ {1, ..., 10}. We recover then
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Figure 4.10: FESMA runtime on all the datasets

the maximum time for each value of the size. The results are illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.12 with time unit expressed in milliseconds. The results shown in Figure 4.12

illustrate the efficiency of the proposed completion strategy and its ability to sup-

port real-time queries , and show that the more the length of a query sequence is

high, the more the response time decreases.

4.7 Comparison to the closest related work and conclu-

sion

We have proposed and evaluated a full Mashup dynamic completion approach in

order to assist end-users when composing services. We have clearly seen that the

performance of our algorithms allow perfectly to satisfy application interactivity

requirements. In order to better assess this approach, we propose in the following

to slightly discuss our results with respect to a similar study in ?? even if they are

not directly comparable. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the only work in

the literature which is directly related to full Mashups completion. Our work has

the same objective as that in [Greenshpan 2009] but from a different perspective.

In fact, this latter study has shown a full mashup completion solution based on

community approach with contrast to the social-based approach we are proposing.

In Greenshpan et al. [Greenshpan 2009], the authors rely on services categories to

compute completions of Mashups using a top-k strategy. In fact, we consider not

only the community level but especially the individual level (how the end-users

are related in social network) to compute completions. Another difference is that

in our approach considers each service when computing the completions list, in

contrast with service categories in [Greenshpan 2009]. Instead of requiring more
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Figure 4.11: Overhead generated by the social dimension

Figure 4.12: Obtained results on completion times

resources, the computational efficiency of our approach adequately copes with the

increase in precision. The scalability of our approach is advantageous, using datasets

five times larger and with more precision than in [Greenshpan 2009]. The main

performance parameter used in ?? is the completion algorithm response time which

presents results of about 0.5 second. Even if the social approach, that we are

proposing, introduces more complexity by considering differentiation between users’

composition patterns both in mining and completion steps, we succeed to reach less

then 0.05 second for completion response time which outperforms the state of the art

results. Our performance is mainly due to the FSTree data structure which presents

optimal results (direct access) when querying it with any given partial mashup

introduced by the user. Our approach to service full completion is innovative since

this is the first approach that offers fine grained recommendations. Moreover, our

approach leverages both the community-based principles and a social dimension

with a well balanced importance thus providing the user with well targeted and
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more personalized recommendations.



Chapter 5

Social Composer: An Augmented

Mashup Creation Environment

5.1 Introduction

We presented in the previous two chapters two approaches that aim to assist end

users in the process of service composition using a Mashup Creation environment.

In addition to putting into practice these features, we implemented a complete envi-

ronment for creating Mashups enriched with the dynamic service recommendation

called Social Composer.

The current chapter describes in detail the Social Composer (SoCo). In the

first section we present the general requirements of any environment for creating

Mashups. Then, we detail the design and implementation of SoCo. Afterwards, we

focus on the dynamic recommendation functionality by illustrating it through some

use cases. We, also, show the integration of SoCo in a global service composition

framework developed in the SERVERY European project.

5.2 Classic service composition environment requirements

In chapter 2, we reviewed existing Mashup creation environments such as Yahoo

Pipes! and Open Mashup Studio. These environments share more or less the same

basic architecture. They all offer, through a Graphical User Interface(GUI), the

ability to end user to link graphically basic services. This abstract description

entered by the user is then translated into an executable language which invokes

services according to the logic described by the user. Thus, the common components

of any Mashup creation environment are the directories of basic services and users,

the GUI, and the orchestration engine.

5.2.1 Graphical User Interface

As previously mentioned, there are several tools that allow the user to express the

composition logic to perform. The graphical interface particularly instantiates the

concept of semi-automatic composition by offering the possibility to interact with

the end user. It is used for graphically connecting services of particular interest to

the user in a way that express the composition logic. It provides a level of abstraction

that incorporates the principle of workflow, which already exists as a workflow in the

enterprise context. Indeed, a Mashup expressed through this type of interface allows
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expressing, with relative accuracy, the logic of the desired composition. Depending

on the level of abstraction, expressed composition schemas are to a certain extend

similar services orchestrating scripts described below. Commonly, basic services are

presented in a list from which the user selects the services he wants, drags/drops

them on an edition area, and then connects them.

5.2.2 User directory

Any Mashup creation environment has to provide the basic functionality for man-

aging user accounts. This feature allows the user to manage the schemas of compo-

sition with the following operations: create, edit, deploy (implement), and publish

a composition schema. These operations are particularly important in our system

because they express the user-service relationship. A directory of users and their

interactions are maintained in a database to ensure these operations.

5.2.3 Service directory

In every Mashup creation environment, a directory of basic services is maintained.

It stores descriptions of basic services. As shown in chapter 2, many languages for

service description and protocol for service discovery and publication are proposed.

The couple UDDI et WSDL represents the most popular configuration used for Web

services. The WSDL description represents a service (operations input/output and

the endpoint). The UDDI technology database ensures the discovery and publication

operations of WSDL descriptions. The created composed service (Mashup) should

be registered to be reused later as a basic service in a new composition schema.

5.2.4 Orchestration engine for dynamic service composition aspect

Once a composition logic is expressed in the edition area and validated by the end

user, that description is translated into an executable script that has to orchestrate

basic services according to the expressed logic. There are a number of service or-

chestration languages but BPEL has been accepted as the De-facto standard in the

market due to its usefulness. There are other languages that could orchestrate the

services that include SPATEL, BPEL4J and BPMN. To support the semi-automatic

service composition, we had to choose an easy way to implement orchestration lan-

guage, so we narrowed down our research to BPEL and SPATEL after carefully

examining the pros and cons of other languages.

Compared to BPEL, SPATEL is not a fully specified language, and has no sup-

port material on the Internet. It doesn’t have any mechanism to seamlessly integrate

external services that are not hosted within the SPATEL orchestration engine. Cur-

rently, the SPATEL engine requires that every external service has to be explicitly

encapsulated with a customized wrapper, itself written in SPATEL, to be properly

integrated within the environment (orchestration engine). In contrast, BPEL is

complete, open source and is an adopted standard with many supporting engines.

Being easy to implement, scalable, and flexible, BPEL was quickly accepted by the
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industrial community and is now the dominant technology in the field of Web service

composition. BPEL supports all the constructs that any structural programming

language contains (conditional statement, loop statement, ...) allowing the descrip-

tion of any complex composed service. Deployment and reuse of the composed

service is versatile in BPEL.

For those reasons, and in order to achieve dynamic service composition, we have

chosen BPEL as an orchestration language. Similar to several other orchestration

languages having a corresponding number of engines, BPEL also has several cor-

responding engines. After selecting the BPEL as an orchestration language, the

orchestration engine had to be chosen as well. We shortlisted few BPEL engine can-

didates like ActiveBPEL, Apache ODE, and Open ESB. We found Apache ODE to

be more suitable for dynamic service composition due to its simplicity in deploying

the composition script, the good quality of its available support on the Internet, and

for its performance.

5.3 SoCo application design and implementation

After reviewing the main general requirements of any Mashup environment, we focus

in the following on the SoCo as a Mashup creation environment augmented with

dynamic services recommendation feature. we propose first an overview of the GUI.

Then, we present the SoCo application general design. After that, we detail the

technical implementation choices.

5.3.1 The SoCo GUI

First, we present here SoCo GUI which is the visible part of the Social Composer

that interacts with the end-user. Figure 5.1 shows this interface includes two main

parts. The service repository, exposes existing basic services in the form of a list.

The user is able to drag/drop any service in the edition area where services could

be linked and manipulated as black boxes. In fact, this operation (drag/drop)

automatically transform the service to a box according to a service description, for

instance WSDL. As the user is editing a new Mashup, and automatically when

dropping a service into the edition area, dynamic suggestions are automatically

provided according to the approach detailed in Chapter 3. Once the user has finished

to edit his Mashup, he can actually run the created Mashup and publish it (by

clicking on the ”Run Button”). This last operation feeds in parallel the user-service

interactions repository in order to allow the recommendation system to compute

relevant dynamic recommendations.

5.3.2 SoCo framework design

In this part we explicit the internal architecture of SoCo. Figure 5.2 shows the main

components including the GUI, the service and user repositories, and the translator

of the graphical user description into an executable script to be interpreted by an
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Figure 5.1: Social Composer Graphic User Interface

orchestration engine, itself deployed in an executable environment. In addition,

interfaces between those components are described in the following. We will not

detail the recommendation system in what is described further.

1. Server repository It contains all the basic services that a system could need

to compose the services. This is an UDDI server that has the endpoints of all

the services, which are registered.

2. Service repository - GUI list This is the interface for sending the service

list from the Service repository to the GUI. The GUI can only get the list of

service from the service repository. To register service a separate interface is

used.

3. Loading service description into the Mashup editor(edition area)

This module is responsible for showing the list in a panel or Mashup editor in

a way that any service could be added to the editor as an abstract input/output

box that is conforms to its description.

4. GUI - Mashup BPEL Translator (MBT) This is the first used module

after the user sends the request for services composition by clicking on ”Run”

button. The request contains the information about the services that are to be

interacted during the process execution and how they are connected to each

other.

5. Mashup BPEL Translator (MBT) Based on the description sent by the

previous module, the MBT generates mandatory files that translate the in-

troduced description into an executable script (the BPEL script and resulting

WSDL file) in order to deploy the process on the orchestration engine.
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Figure 5.2: Social Composer Internal Architecture

6. MBT - BPEL Engine This is the deployment module, MBT sends informa-

tion to BPEL engine in order to deploy and run the BPEL process.

7. MBT - Composed Service Repository This interface is responsible for

publishing the created composed service by sending information to composed

service repository; This information consists of a WSDL file including the

composed service endpoint. The Composed Service Repository is also a UDDI

server.

8. BPEL Engine - Process Execution This interface is responsible for send-

ing a signal that the process has been deployed over the engine and is ready

to receive any SOAP request.

9. Process Execution This module executes the process by sending the SOAP

request to the process’s endpoint. It also sends back the response of the

execution (results).

5.3.3 SoCo implementation

This section explains the technical details of the system i.e., how the applica-

tion/system is implemented and what choices are made during the implementation

part. For more clarity, we run some examples of service composition.

Graphical User Interface (GUI) This Social Composer GUI is a Javascript-

based Web client that uses Yahoo! User Interface Library (YUI). As shown in Figure
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Figure 5.3: Social Composer implementation technical properties

5.1, SoCo’s GUI is quite simple: it has a list of services that are divided into cate-

gories or sections e.g., these include basic services, composed services, recommended

services, etc. The client side (JavaScript) uses JSON-RPC format to interact with

other components of SoCO. More over, it uses the JSON String for describing com-

posed service in the edition area. This includes listing, creating and linking the

basic services.

Mashup Editor (edition area) It is a panel where the user can add, remove, or

link the services to each other. Although there are many kinds of services abstract

box templates that are provided by YUI library, we only use one kind of abstract

box i.e., an input/output box with the possibility of filling inputs manually (text) or

making links between service inputs and outputs according to the logic of composed

services. The user can also save the Mashups he/she created into the panel and load

the previously saved Mashups. The most important thing in the GUI is the Run

button that actually does the work. By clicking on it, the user invokes the process of

service composition mechanism. In order to compose a service, the user is required

to drag and drop the services he wants to compose into the panel. If a user likes

to get the weather information on his mobile phone by SMS, then he would have to

drag the Weather service first, and then the SMS service(Figure 5.4).

PHP/Java Bridge An other important feature of SoCo is the ability to run the

composed service. This part of the framework was developed by generating WSDL

and BPEL files corresponding to the created service. Developed in Java and PHP,

we have used an open source PHP/Java Bridge API to establish a channel to call

the Java methods from PHP back-end. This bridge is responsible for getting the
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Figure 5.4: Simple example of a composed service schema

request for service lists and forwards it to the Java module i.e., Services List. The

other task is to get the request for composing the services and sending it to the

service composer module.

Services List This module receives the request for Services Lists in the UDDI

server from PHP/Java Bridge and acts accordingly. It queries the UDDI server

for the services that are SoCo related. In other terms, it queries the WSDL to

built the abstract description of each service (input/output abstract box) and their

deployment endpoint i.e., what operation to execute and what the relevant elements

are. Based upon this information, it builds the JSON string. On receiving the JSON

string, the client side script displays the services list accordingly.

UDDI Server This repository contains all the WSDL files of services that are in

SoCo framework (internal services) or provided by external partners. If a user wants

to compose services of any type, then the endpoints of each service are retrieved from

the WSDL description in the UDDI server. The UDDI server that is being used in

our system is Apache JUDDI, which is an open source UDDI server. It uses MySql

as database. Note that SoCo framework includes one MySql server shared by the

UDDI server and other components.

Service Composer This module receives the request from PHP/Java Bridge for

services composition. It gets the JSON string describing the name and logic of the

composed service introduced by the end user (as described above). This module is

in charge of parsing the JSON string received from the bridge. During the parsing,

it gets the services that have to be composed and the relation between those services

i.e., what service is linked to which other service or which service to execute when

another service execution is done. It sets out the required information/parameters

that are to be used in the generation of WSDL and BPEL files. Once WSDL, BPEL

files are created and deployed, the service composer invokes the composed service

with the user’s inputs.

Mashups-Services Translator This module is responsible for translating the

user’s request to a real composed service. For every composed service description

built by the service composer based on user’s composition logic description, the
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Mashups-Services Translator launches three file generators because Apache ODE

needs these files in order to execute the process i.e., WSDL, BPEL and deployment

script.

WSDL Generator This module is responsible for generating the new composed

service WSDL file. Besides generating the WSDL it also handles partner services

WSDL files. This module downloads the WSDLs and corresponding XSDs of part-

ner services locally. A modified WSDL4J API is used to parse the WSDLs. An

important part in this module is to identify the XSDs related to WSDLs. This

module also parses the XSD that is imported or embedded as <types> tags. It gets

the required elements from XSD that are related to a particular <wsdl:message>,

which is further related to the operation that a user wants this service to invoke.

According to the JSON string received from the GUI, this model creates the new

WSDL. It sets the inputs of the first service as the inputs of new WSDL, in addition

to this, the new service’s input also contains any other input of any service that is

not wired/linked to the other service’s output as shown in the example below. Any

error/exception during the generation operation would stop the further flow and

would return an error message to the user.

BPEL Generator After generating the WSDL in the previous module, the con-

trol comes to the BPEL generator. The previous module passes the required in-

formation to this module i.e., new WSDL definition and information about other

services. The important information for this module is the links between the services

i.e., how the services are connected to each other, their order and what terminal of

one service is connected to the terminal of the other service as shown in Figure 5.5

(’return’ is connected to ’text’). This module, also, uses a similar kind of APIs as

WSDL4J, but it does not fully support the BPEL specification because it has been

locally developed just for the purpose of this prototype.

Deployment The deployment of the BPEL process in Apache ODE is quite simple

as compared to other BPEL engines. It needs a deployment script that has infor-

mation about the partner services. BPEL generation module sends all the required

information to this module after generating a BPEL process. Besides generating

the deployment script for the process, this is also responsible for deploying all the

files to the execution environment of the ODE as well.

Apache Tomcat/ODE Environment This is the environment where the BPEL

process gets deployed and executed. The ODE environment is actually in the Tomcat

running environment.

Process Execution The service created as a result of composing the different

services is a Web service invokable through a SOAP request. At runtime, the com-

posite service is supposed to be up and running. Triggered by SoCo, the Process
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Figure 5.5: Simple example of SoCo composed service schema

Execution module is responsible for sending a SOAP request to the ODE engine

that exposes the required process as another Web service. In order to send the

SOAP request, another open source API is used: SAAJ (the SOAP with Attach-

ments API for Java). The system gets the required input values from parsed JSON

string (done by service composer) and sends the request to the server, on getting

the result response in case the service is invoked successfully. Otherwise an error

has occurred.

5.3.4 Illustrative class diagram and sequence diagram

Figure 5.6 presents the class diagram of important classes, whereas Figure 5.7 shows

a sequence diagram of a main use case.

5.3.5 A running example

The example of a simple service composition is shown below. It includes Weather,

Translator, SMS, and Email services. The sequence of the services is quite visible

i.e., first Weather service would be called, then its results are translated through

Translator service. After that SMS and Email services would be called to send

the translated weather information to the filled in email address. Note that all the

services have been simplified for the purpose of illustration.

Figure 5.9:

1. This is the request that is being sent to the process in a SOAP envelope with

all possible input values from the user. This request is generated from the

Process Execution module.

2. This is the response that the process receives from the Weather service.
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Figure 5.6: Class diagram of important classes

Figure 5.7: Sequence diagram of a main use case
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Figure 5.8: Simple example of SoCo composed service schema

Figure 5.9: Simple example of SoCo composed service schema
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3. This is the response from the Translator service.

4. Response from the SMS service and,

5. The response from the Email service.

6. This is the SOAP response of the request that was sent initially. This response

is being received by the Process Execution module.

5.4 Conclusion

In order to implement the proposed algorithms and techniques, we developed a

Mashup creation framework, called Social Composer (SoCo). This framework, ded-

icated to end users, initially implements the requirements established in the state

of the art that any Mashup editor should provide in terms of level of abstraction

and usability through the user interface. As well, it implements all the mechanisms

needed to deploy a composed service starting from an abstract description entered

by the user. We have selected BPEL as an orchestration language after comparing

it with other existing language. In addition, SoCo provides capabilities to enrich

the services directory by integrating external ones. Furthermore, SoCo has been

augmented by including a dynamic recommendation functionality. This feature was

notably demonstrated during the conference CSCW’2010. To measure the recom-

mendation completion quality from the end-user perspective, an experiment study

has to be conducted.
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Conclusion

Service composition shines out the need of making information systems more flexible

and open. This concept has become the reference architecture model for applications

carried by the impetus of the Internet (Web). Information systems are able to

expose interfaces through the Web or Web services which has increased the number

of available services on a daily basis. Furthermore driven by the Web, but this

time by the Web 2.0, service composition has evolved to Web users characterized

by their limited technical skills. Those end-users, named Y generation, participate,

create, share, and comment content through the Web. This service composition

evolution is incarnated in the Mashup concept and realized through Mashup editors

such as Yahoo Pipes!. Thanks to the Mashup paradigm, service composition has

been well established within the end users community enabling their creativity to

flourish. For example, creating new applications without manually coding them

constitutes a significant advancement. Web 2.0 has added its social dimension to

the paradigm, allowing users to interact, either directly through the online social

networks or indirectly through sharing, modifying content, or adding metadata.

In this specific context, this thesis is a directed effort towards the evolution of the

service composition concept. The introduction of the social dimension within the

process of composing services represents the main contribution of this thesis. The

consideration of the social dimension is by itself an original path that hasn’t been

addressed in the literature before. Mainly, the concept of social dimension considers

the activity of composing services (creating a Mashup) as a social activity. The

exercise of this activity reveals social links between users based on their similarity

in selecting and combining services. These links could be viewed as interesting

dissemination means of expertise that is accumulated by users when composing

services. In other terms, based on frequent composition patterns, and similarity

between users, when a user is editing a Mashup, dynamic recommendations are

proposed. Recommendations that aim at completing the initial part of a Mashup

when it is being created.

The work in this thesis has launched a new direction of research and a unique

view on the problem of end-users service composition through the introduction of a

social dimension in the process of composition. The considered social dimension is

closer to what is known in social network through the consideration of the user as the

main actor of the system to socialize. The interest of this work is starting to be seen

since several initiatives are continuing to flourish around this area [Maamar 2011,

Zhang 2010].

Modeling, robustness, and response-time sensitivity were the main factors that
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were taken into account during the development of the completion strategy. Inter-

active systems requirements dictated the response time restriction. The end result

shows a reasonably acceptable response time within the context of large and com-

plex datasets as reported in Chapter 5. Whereas a composite service is considered

as a sequence of basic services, finding similarities between users in terms of service

composition behavior comes first to find frequent patterns (subsequences). Com-

pared to existing frequent pattern mining algorithms, the novelty of the proposed

FESMA algorithm, is the use of an appropriate data structure to represent the fre-

quent patterns. The FESMA algorithm meets the requirements of robustness and

speed based on the FSTree data structure. As a result of the use of a tree-based data

structure, the recommendation action is reduced to a simple traversal of a tree. The

recommendation algorithm has shown significant improvements compared to the

prior art. It particularly outperforms the work cited in [Greenshpan 2009] in term

of response time.

Recommendation algorithm drawbacks such as cold start and newcomer services

have also been studied. Possible solutions have been proposed to address both issues

using the community approach combined with some diversification techniques.

Moreover, to implement the proposed algorithms and methods, we have devel-

oped a Mashup creation framework, called Social Composer (SoCo). This frame-

work, dedicated to end users, initially implements the requirements established in

the state of the art that any Mashup editor should provide in terms of level of ab-

straction and usability through the user interface. As well, it implements all the

mechanisms needed to deploy a composed service starting from an abstract descrip-

tion entered by the user. In addition, it provides capabilities to enrich the services

directory by integrating external ones. Furthermore, SoCo has been augmented

by including a dynamic recommendation functionality. This feature was notably

demonstrated during the conference CSCW’2010. To measure the recommendation

completion quality from the end-user perspective, an experiment study has to be

conducted.

During the elaboration of our approach, we were led to start from simplified

definitions of the entities handled in order to formally constraint the model. One of

these definitions is restricting the expressiveness of a composition of services to an

ordered sequence of basic services. One future direction is to extend the proposed

algorithms and methods to use a more complex service representation model. Actu-

ally, it would certainly be interesting to consider the activity of workflow creation,

in an enterprise context, for defining business processes. In this case, a workflow

is represented as a composite service. Our approach, when extended, would ease

the creation of new workflows by letting the recommendation system dynamically

suggest relevant completions. This will require mining of frequent complex patterns.

Another direction to explore in the field of service composition which is to in-

troduce non-functional properties in the recommendation feature when composing

services. These properties are mainly related to quality of service and service level

agreement. The way these properties can influence the recommendation system is

of particular interest.
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���D�������=�E� �F����A�E���D���BB�E�����B����F�D����EB��>E����F�A�E���F�B�
��D�E����B� ��� D�A��B����E� ��� B��C�D�B� B�E�� �A�F����B� ���� F�B�
���F�B�����B� �&����A�E��B� D�AA�� F�B� ��C�F������B�� >F� �&�B��� ����B�
�����D��B���� D�A��B����E���� B��C�D�B� ?� F�� D�A��B����E�A�E��FF��� B�A�5
����A��������������A���������
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��� ���A����� �����D��� ��B���  � ������� F�A����� D��� �FF�� ��������� �E�
E�C������D�E��������B��F�C���������&��A�������D������A������D�EB�������
����A������A�E�� ��B� B��C�D�B� D�A��B�B� �E� ����EB��  � �E�� ����@���
��EE���� ������ ����@��� ����� D����B��E����  � �E�� ��A�E��� �&�F�D���� ���
F����F�B���������D�EB������� �������������EE��B��������B�����A������A�E��
!D�E��&������ F����F�B�����%������E��E��� D����������D��� ����C��B�B� F�A���B�
��EB� F�B� ����F�A�B� ���E��D�B��E� ��B� ��&� ����@��B� �ED�A�F���B�� ���
���E����������D���������B��F��D�A��B����E�B�A�5����A�������������������
�������E��� � F����F�B��������E�F��E��EC���EE�A�E�����D������E����B��C�D�B�
D�A��B�B�� ���� �EC���EE�A�E�� ������ �E� B������� ����� F����F�B������ ����
F�����A���B����E� ��� D�����E�B� ������B� ��� F�� D�A��B����E�� 2�EB� E�����
���C��F�� E��B� E��B� �E����BB�EB� �E� �����D�F����  � D�� ����� ��� D�A��B����E��
$�EB��� F������D��� B�A�5����A������� �� F��C�E��	�� ���ED���F� ��� ������
�����D����� F����F�B������ ��� ���D�BB�B� ��� D�A��B����E� �E� �&�F����E��� ����
�&�A�F��� F�B� �E���A����EB� 	�E����B� ���� F����F�B������ ��� ��� B��
D�AA�E�������

���D�A��B����E�B�A�5����A����������B��C�D�B��������C�F��������F����
��A�B��FF�E�����B�A�F�B�����FB�	��������B����������C���'�B��� ���B�����FB�
B�A�E�����B� B����B�����B�� /E�� ������ �A�����E��� ��EB� D����� �C�F����E��
���� B��EBD���� ��EB� F�� D����� ��� ���� )�*�� �B�� D�� ���� �B�� ��'���������
D�AA�E�A�E������F��F�B�+�B���B����F����D�E������� �F��A��	�ED�����E��
A�F������� ��� A������B� ����� F�� D�A��B����E� B�A�5����A������� ���
B��C�D�B���������E��B��C�EB�DF�BB����B��E�����B�	��E��B�D���	����B�?��

��A��B����E� ����E���� ���F�B������ ��E�F�?� ������ �����D��� C�B��  �
D�EB������� �E� �����F� ��� F����F�B������ ���E� ���BB�B���� F�� ���D�BB�B� ���
D�A��B����E�� �E������D�F������EB� F�B� B�������EB����������	��������D�BB�B�
���B�F�D���E����B��C�D�B������B��������������D���C�B����BB�� �����E�����B�
����FB������B��E�����D�B��������D�F�����F��D�A��B����E���B����F�D����EB�!��B�
����FB���B�B�B���A(4���+�B���B����D�%���

��A��B����E� ����E���� D�AA�E����B�?� ������ �����D��� C�B��  �
D�EB������� F�B� D�EE��BB�ED�B� ��������B� ��EB� �E�� D�AA�E������ �E�
��A��E�� B��D������� ��� ��EB� �E�� �E������B��� ���&���D���E� ��B�
D�EE��BB�ED�B� ��� ��A��E�� ��� ��� F�� D�AA�E����� ���A��� F�� ����E����E�
���E��EB�A�F�������	F�B�������D�EB��������E�B�B��A�������D�AA�E�����E�
��EB�F�����D�BB�B����D�A��B����E���

��� D�A��B����E� ����E���� ��B���&�?� ,��B� �C�EB� ���E������ �E��
����B��A�� �����D��� ���� �B�� ��B��� B��� F�B� ��B���&� B�D���&�� /E� ��B����
B�D��F� E�� ����� @���� ���B� �E� D�A���� ��EB� F������D��� D�AA�E�������� !F��
����	������D�5��BB�B%��D����F���D�����E��B���D�������F����EE�FF��B��D��������
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����������ED��A�'������B������F��D�AA�E�������B�	E���E���	�����A�E��
���E��C���B� ������� ���E� ���A�� ���E���@�� D�AA�E�� 	�E���E�� ��B�
D�AA�E����B�B��D��F�B��B���EB���B���A��E�B������D�F���B�!D������'�B������
D����� �����D��%�� �F��B� ���� F�� ��B���� B�D��F� ��D���� F�B� ��B���&� ��-�A�B.�
D�EB������B��� F����B�����E���@�B�B��D������B������D��������F����E���EB� F��
��B�����(���D�EB����E���F�B�D�EE��BB�ED�B�	�E����B���EB��E���B����B�D��F�
E�� ���C�E�� ��B� @���� �������B� ���� F�B� A@A�B� A������B� ���� D�FF�B� ��B�
D�AA�E����B��

2���E�� F�B� ������� ���E����B� �EE��B�� F�� ���)�*�� E������ ���� ��B�
�F������A�B� B�D��F�B� !+�B��D��� 7�D����<�� ��D�%�� �B�� ��C�E�� �E�� B���D��
�E����BB�E��� ��� D�EE��BB�ED�� ����� F�� D�AA�E����� ��� ��D���D��� ��� F��
D�A��B����E����B��C�D�B��$�EB����F�B����B����C��&��E������F�ED�B�����������
D������������E���� ��&�F������F��D�EE��BB�ED�����F��A�BB�����E����A�F������
F�� ���D�BB�B� ��� D�A��B����E� �E� �&�A�E�E�� F�B� �EC���EE�A�E�B�
D�FF��������B�� (F�B����B� �D����B� A�'���B� ��� ���� �����E�� ��B�
�EC���EE�A�E�B� �E� F�	E�� ����� F�� D������E�+�B���B� ��FB� ����?�+�D��B����
(���F���B���������B�����#��E�+�B���B�"���������B�+�B���B������B�E��E��
��BB���E�E��C����������	A�������F��D�A��B����E����B��C�D�B��>F��B����D����
��EB�F��F�����������F�B��B��D�B���D�E����B���B��EC���EE�A�E�B����D������E�
���+�B���� ��� ���E�� ��� C��� ��B� ����E�BB���B� ��� B��C�D�B�� $�BB�� �� �F� �B��
��D���� F�B� �����D��B� ��� F�B� ���E�B�  � D�EB������� ����� �E� B�B��A�� ���
D������E����+�B�����>F������B��F�	E�����BB��F��E�D�BB�������D�EB�������F�B�
�B��D�B��E���E�B�!A���F�B������EE��B%�����&���E�B�!���B�E�����EB%������
F��E��	�����E���B���EE��B��

2�� ���E�� ��� C��� ��� F����F�B������� �E�+�B���� �B�� ����E�� D�AA�� �E��
D�A��E��B�E������EE��B������ED���EE�F��������D�EB����������F����F�B������
��E�F�� ������ �E�F�B�� B��F�	E�� ��BB�� F�� E�D�BB���� D�EB������� F�B�
D�AA�E����B� ��EB� F�� B��D���D����E� ��B� �EC���EE�A�E�B� ��� D������E� ���
+�B���B��$���B��E���E�F�B�������FF������D�B����������B���F��B���E����BB�E��
���E����������D�E��EC���EE�A�E���D���F����D������E����+�B���B�E�������
�E�� ��A�EB��E� ��� ��B���� B�D��F� ��EB� F�� ���D�BB�B� ��� D�A��B����E�� ���
���C��F�����E��B����B�E��EB���EB�F��B�D���E�B��C�E�����E����������E���� �
D����B��E��E����F�B�E��F�B���B���&�B�D���&����E������D�F�����F��D�A��B����E�
��� B��C�D�B�� ,����� ��'�D����  � D�� B����� �B�� ��� A�E����� ���FF�B� B�E�� F�B�
�E���A����EB��������C�E��@�����&������B� �������������B���&�B�D���&����E�
��@�����&�F�����F����EB�F�����D�BB�B����D�A��B����E��

#E %���� ��������������������&���&����'�������'�

��� ����F�A�������  � F����FF�� E��B� �BB���EB� ��� ����E���� �B��?�
D�AA�E�����������������B��E����D���EB�B�D��F�B��������D�F�����F��D������E����
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B��C�D�B�D�A��B�BC���4E�C�����B��F�A�E�B����B�E��B���EB�F��B�D���E�)�����
��� F�� ����F�A������� ��B��� D�5��BB�B�� E��B� �����B�EB� �E�� �����D����
D�ED����B��������E�7��A�1��<�������F��D�A��B����E����B��C�D�B���B���B���
F�B�D�EE��BB�ED�B��&������B���B���B���&�B�D���&��(����E����������D�����E�
��B����B�D��F�����E��B�D�EB�����EB� �D��B������B���E��B���D������A�F�D����
D�EB�������  � ������� ��B� �E���@�B� ����� F�B� B��C�D�B� ����E�� ������
�����F�B�����B���������E���C�����E�D�AA�E��,�����7��A�1��<��B������F��
"����!�����"�D��F���A��B��%����B�����E����������EB�F����B������D�������DF���
���7�	�����������(��������������������������" �E��FF�B����F���D����D�����
	�E���F�����7��A�1��<�"�����$��E���������F����F�B��������EB�F�����D�BB�B�
���D�A��B����E��"����D�A���E�����&�C�F��B����ED����&�?� !�%� F��&���D���E�
��� A���F�B����E� ��� D�EE��BB�ED�B� B�D��F�B� ��� !��%� �E� B�B��A�� ���
��D�AA�E�����EB���E�A��������B��C�D�B���

#ED �'���������������& ����������� ���������������
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2��E�� A�E����� 	�E���F��� E��B� D�EB�����EB� ���&� �����D��B�
�������E��B� ����� D�EB������� ��B� ��F����EB� B�D��F�B� ��EB� D�� D�E��&���?�
�&�F�D���� ��� �A�F�D����� (���� F�� D�B� �&�F�D����� F����F�B������ B�� C���� ������� F��
��BB���F���� ��� ��DF������ ���� F��5A@A��� �E�� ��F����E� �C�D� �E� ������
���F�B������B��D�������! �F��A�	����B���B���&�B�D���&�B���F�����%��(����F��
D�B��A�F�D������E����F����E�B�D��F���B�����������E���ED���E���B��D��C���B���B�
�������E�B����F�B�����B��(����&�A�F���E����F����E������D�F������B����������
B���E�����B�EE�����F�B���E�	��E��E�A������B�B��C�D�B�D���B������E��������
���B�EE���2�EB�F�B����&�D�B���&�F�D��������A�F�D�����E��B�D�EB����B�EB��E�
	��������F��E��F�B����F�B�����B��E���ED���E����F�����E���@��������������F���B�
�D��C���B����D�A��B����E���

��ED����A�E�� ��EB� E����� 7��A�1��<�� F�B� ���B�B� ���&���D���E� ���
���E�F�B�� ����E�BB�E�� �E� B������ ���&� ����B� ��� ��EE��B�?� !�%� F�� �����F� ���
F����F�B������ ���� D�E���E�� ��B� �E���A����EB� ���� ��D��C�E�� F�B� �E���@�B�
�����D�F���B� ��� F�B� �������ED�B�� F���B�������� ��� B�B� �E����D���EB� �C�D� F��
B�B��A��� 8������A�E��� �F� B��	��� ��� B����B�����B� B��� F����F�B����E� ��B�
B��C�D�B� !D�EB�AA����E� ��� D�A��B����E%�� (��� �&�A�F��� F�� E�A���� ���
B��C�D�B����F�B�B���EB� F��D�A��B����E���� F�B�BD��A�B����D�A��B����E���B�
B��C�D�B� D���B� ���� E��B� ���A����E�� �������E���� ���C�E��	�� B���
F��&�����B�� ���E�� ���B�EE�� ��EE��� ��EB� �E� ��A��E�� �����D�F���� ���
B��C�D�B�� ��� ��ED� F�� �����E�ED�� ��B� B��C�D�B� ���F�B�B� ���� D����� ���B�EE���
!��%������BD������E���B�F��EB���������E�BB�E��F����B����B�D��F�F��5A@A�����B�
F��EB�B�E�����F�B�B������D�FD�F���F�����&�A����B�D��F���E�������&����B�EE�B�
B�F�E� �E� D�E��&��� �����D�F����� ��� ���&��A�� ����� ���E���A����E� E��B�
���A��� ��� D�FD�F���� ���� �&�A�F��� F�� ��D�AA�E�����E� ���E� B��C�D�� ����
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��������  � F�� D�E���ED�� �E���� ���&� �E��C���B� ��� F���B� �E���@�B� D�AA�EB�
��B��D���B���

#E# ����������������)��������������������

����������ED���F�����D��������B���B�����D�����F�B���B���F��E���A����E����
F�� D�EE��BB�ED�� D�FD�F��� ��EB� F�� ���B�� ���E�F�B��� >F� B��	��� ��� F��
A���F�B����E� ��� ��B���� B�D��F� ����� D�EB������� �E� B�B��A�� ���
��D�AA�E�����E� ��E�A����� ��� B��C�D�B� ���� B���� �E��	��� ��EB� �E�
�EC���EE�A�E�� 	F���F� ����� F�� D�A��B����E� ��� B��C�D�B�� ��� B�B��A�� ���
��D�AA�E�����E�C�B�� �������F����F�B���������7��A�1��<�"����F��B����F��
D������E����E�B��C�D���E������B�E����B�B��C�D�B������ F�� D�A��B����E��E�
��ED���E���� F�������D���F�������D�BB�B����D�A��B����E����B��C�D�B��$�EB���
D�� B�B��A�� ��� ��D�AA�E�����E� �E���C��E�� ��EB� F�� ���D�BB�B� ���
D�A��B����E��E�B�F�D���EE�E��F�B�B��C�D�B�F�B��F�B������E�E�B��E���ED���E�
���E�BD��A�����D�A��B����E���EE���(F�B�D�ED����A�E������E���F�B��	������
F�� D������E� ���E� B��C�D��� D��B��  � ����� �E� B��C�D�� D�A��B��� ��EB�
F��EC���EE�A�E�� ��� D������E� ��� B��C�D�B� "����� �E� ���F�B������ �B��
	�E���F�A�E�� �E��D�B� B��� F�� D���&� ���E� B��C�D�� B�DD�BB���� ���E� B��C�D��
��EE�� ��EB� F�� ���	��AA�� ��� D�A��B����E�� 2�EB� D����� B�������E�� F��
B�B��A�������D�AA�E�����EB������B�����E�� F�B������B��C�D�B�����EE���
B���F����B����B��E���A����EB�����E��B�����F��E�F�B�������B����B�D��F��$�EB���
F��A�B�������F��A�����ED�����F����D�AA�E�����E����E�B��C�D����EE���B��
���������EE�FF�� �B�E����F�B����E��E������������ �F�����&�A����B�D��F��C�B5
 5C�B���B�A�A���B�����F��E�����F�B����

*E ��� ���������+� ������ &������������,���

2�EB�D������B�����E��B�������EB�F������F�A�����F��D�A�F����E�����F��
��B� +�B���B� ���� D�EB�B���  � �������� F3�EB�A�F�� F�� �F�B� �����E�E�� ���
D�A��E��B�E� ��B� B��C�D�B� �E� ��ED���E� ���E�� D�A��B����E� ��� B��C�D�B�
�E����F�A�E�� ����E�� � ���� F3���F�B������ ��E�F�� ��� +�B���� ��B�F��E�� ��EB��
D�A��B����C���������E������A���&� �F���'�D�������F3���F�B��������E�F��,��B�
A���F�B�EB�F������F�A�����F��D�A�F����E�����F����B�+�B���B�D�AA���E�
����F�A�� ���E�F�B�� ��B� B����ED�B� ������E��B� ��� E��B� A�E���EB�
D�AA�E�� F�B� �F	�����A�B� �&�B��E�B� ���C�E�� @���� ���F����B� ��EB� D��
D�E��&���� (���� B��A�E���� D�����E�B� F�A������EB� ��B� �F	�����A�B�
������E��B�A�E����B� B����ED��� �����&�A�F��� F3����D�D���� ��� F�� 	��E�F������
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